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CHAPTER I 
DJTRODUGTIOU 
Within the past two decades, the rapid expansion of 
conslli11er instaL~ent credit activity by com.~ercial banking 
has been a noteworthy developcient. Commercial bankers have 
made an about face in a brief period of financial history. 
As recently as the. early 1930's the attitude of commercial 
bankers toward instalr~ent credit ~"Us one of hesitance and 
reluctance. Since that period com:nercial banks have ex-
panded to become the largest single holder of instalment 
credit. ' \ Although banks have pareicipated indirectly in con-
sumer lending by makins co~~ercial loans to specialized con-
Slli1ler lending agencies, their current trend has been the 
establish11ent of their o.wn direct personal loan and time-
sales departments. 
Consumer instalznent credit. is relatively new in -che 
field of com:uercial banking, dating from the mid-1930's. 
The earliest date for which co;n::iercial bank data is avail-
able is 1939. At that time com:aercial banks held $1,079 
:.J.illion or 247; of total instaJ:aent ere di t .1 As of December, 
195~this figure has multiplied elevenfold to $11,6$2 million 
lFederal 11.eserve Bulletin. (Washington: Board of 
Governors of tne Federal ileserve Syste::i, i:Iay, 1957). p~ 562. 
and represents 37% of total instalment credit.2 Commercial 
banks are now the largest holders of instalment credit. In 
the short period of tline from 1949 to 1956, consu.~er instal-
ment credit held by commercial banks increased at a rapid 
pace. C0Illi11ercial bankers had to adapt the methods used in 
:naking cormnercial loans to procedures applicable to consumer 
lending. It was a learn-as-you-go process. This thesis 
will make an analysis of instal.llent credit in com.,'Jlercial 
banking. 
PURPOSE AND SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY 
The primary purpose of this thesis is to review and 
evaluate the principles, methods and procedures used in the 
investigation and credit decision of consumer instalment 
credit as established by com..~ercial banks. 
Very few studies have been made concerning com.~ercial 
2 
banks' methods and experience in this relatively new field. 
The case studies will atte:npt to present the present methods 
of handling instalment credit applications through the entire 
process. This paper will atte:npt to point out by a review 
of the growth factors, the present trend of consumer instal-
ment credit and the principles involved in establishing an 
2Ibid. 
-
instal.uent loan depart:nent and the policy decisions relative 
thereto. 
ORGAilIZATIOI1 OF THESIS MATEitIAL 
After a brief introduction pointinG out the tre:nendous 
incrcaso in consu:ner instaL-:ient credit which has been a cause 
for concern on the part of r:iany ccono:1ists, Chapter I reviews 
the purpose and significance of the proble~s in com:nercial 
bank:> and gives the sources of data used in the study·. 
In Chapter II a ::1ore detailed history is given of the 
role of instal:11ent credit in co;;1mercial banks. The change 
fro:;i strictly co:rrnercial lendinr; to the added specialization 
necessary for consu:ner lending is discussed. 
In Chapter III the :-;tethods of credit interviewing 
3 
and investigation for co!1su:ner instaL111ent credit are discussed. 
An evaluation is made as to the best methods developed fro~ 
the experience of cor:rnercial banks. 
The formulation of the credit decision is outlined 
\ 
in Chapter IV. 'l'hc financial$ personal and econo:nic factors 
used in credit analysis are discussed~ 
Case studies ara given in Chapter V using the basic 
pr:tncj.ples outlined ::n Chapter IV... 'i'hese are actual records 
fro:n bank files .. 
ChaptGr VI discussen the organization process in estab-
lishing a successful instalraent loan department. 
Chapter VII reviews the fonnulation of sound policies 
to guide the instalment loan depart~ent. 
Chapter VIII concludes the study with a suJJL.~ary. 
SOURCES OF DATA 
Very few books have been written on the role of con-
su:ner instaL-nent credit in the co:i"':lercial banking field. As 
a resul~, it was necessary to depend on pamphlets and arti-
cles written in various publications, such as Federal Reserve 
Bulletin, The Consumer Credit Banker, Burrou0hs Clearing 
House et cetera. 
l\foch practical knowledge has been gained during the 
past seven years of personal credit experience with The Bank 
of Virginia, Ricknond, Virginia. The files of thousands 
of consumer instalment borrowers available from this source 
have enabled the writer to make evaluations and establish 
conclusions concerning various credit techniques. 
Without the aid of the excellent library of the Rich-
mond Federal Reserve Bank research depart:nent this study 
could not have been completed. The material has been assem-
bled over a period of several years. 
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CHAPTER II 
HIS'l'ORY OF INSTALllEHT CREDI1' 
ORIGIN 
Two shekels of silver have been borrowed by 
l:~as-S chamach, the son of Adadrimeni, from the 
sun-priestess, A~at-Schamach, daughter of 
Warad-Enlil. He will pay the Sun-God's in-
terest. At the time of harvest he will pay 
back the swn and interest upon it.1 
Archeology. Ever since this earliest known record 
of a loan, inscribed and baked into a clay tablet of Baby-
lon some four thousand yea.rs ago, banking has been a part 
of man's social and economic development. The specialized 
lending field of instalment selling so popularly accepted 
today is not a modern development. Although n~~erous im-
provements have been ~ade in instalment selling and hence 
in instaL~ent lending in the past three decades, the system 
is acLually a very old one. lfany evidences have been found 
in ancient Babylonia, Phoenicia, Egypt and Rome. The Fran-
ciscan monks, history inforrns us, transacted a large small 
loan business in Italy during the fifteenth century. Each 
period of history has brought changes in the methods, rec-
ords and syste:ns used, but the basic principles of the lend-
process have re~ained. 
lElrner i·!antz, "History of Banks .. n Encyclopaedia 
Britannica. 14th ed., Vol. III. (Chicago: Encyclopaedia 
Britannica Co., 194$), P• 67 
raneteenth Century. '»thile ins talmcnt credit in one 
form or another has existed for many years, the use of in-
stalment credit as knohn today is relatively recent in devel-
op;-nent. 'rhe earliest for:ns of consumer instalment credit 
in the United States appeared around the nineteenth century. 
In the year 1807, a New York fir:n kno'lm as Cowperthwait and 
Sons is said to have applied the consumer instalment credit 
principle to selling furniture. 2 
Reavis Cox in a later ·work on this subject has a dif-
ferent view on the formal beginning of instal~ent retailing. 
6 
He states, "It seems probable that the system developed gradu-
ally and by imperceptible degrees out of other methods of 
selling on credit."3 Cox goes on to point out that factory 
ovmers often paid wages in the for:n of orders on local stores 
in which workers' purchases were charged to the employer. 
Cash wages sometimes wera paid at quarterly or semi-annual 
intervals. For many stores, instaL~ent selling amounted 
to little more than extending and formalizing established 
practices .. 
FACTORS INFLUENCING GROWTH 
Invention and Technology. During the first decade 
2E. F~. A. Seligman, The Economics of Installment Sell-
ing. {New York: Harper & Bros., 1927). p. 14. -
York: 
3R • C 'l1' ,... ' "' ~ 1 B • ~"eav:is ox, ... ne wcono;n1cs .Q!. l.nsta ment uying. 
The Ronald Press Co., 1948). pp .. 'JO-'/I. 
of the nineteenth century, the machines that made possible 
production of large quantities of standardized furniture 
were invented. By 1900, invention and technology had reached 
a stage where standardization and rapid production could 
join hands. As faster production techniques were developed, 
it became necessary to speed distribution to the conslliner. 
From this beginning instalment credit provided the means by 
which factory-made durable goods could be purchased by the 
consumer. 
Early in the nineteenth century, New England clock 
manufacturers began to sell on instalments. In addition to 
manufacturing clocks to order, they began making a stock of 
clocks which could be carried to the ultimate consumer. 
The sellers used harvest terms to farmers and also sold on 
instalments to the townspeople.4 
About the middle of the nineteenth century the Singer 
Sevling ~1achine Company began selling its product on the in-
stal.'!Jlent plan.5 Sales were made largely to itinerant agents. 
Whereas the high-grade furniture fi~ns were very selective 
in their customers, the itinerant agent was more persuasive 
in selling and not primarily interested in the purchaser's 
ability to pay. The class of trade was composed largely 
4seligman, on. cit., p. 15. 
5Ibid., p .. 16 .. 
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of purchasers of a little less financial means than the fur-
niture customers. Delinquent accounts became illore frequent 
and losses of both money and property became more conrnon. 
Because of the limited means of entertainment in the 
1S00's, the sale of books enjoyed wide coverage. Several 
instaL'11ent plans began about this period. One method was 
to solicit subscriptions to sets of books before publication 
and to collect cash in advance; another was to collect cash 
as the volumes were delivered. About the middle of the nine-
teenth century, the technique of printing had improved so 
that rapid production was possible. Full sats of books were 
delivered and payments made by instalments. 
With new inventions and improve:nents such as refrig-
erators, vacuum cleaners, washing machines, oil burners and 
ranges, instalment credit had new outlets in which to grow. 
In Switzerland, master crafts:nen perfected the s::iall watch 
:novements necessary to .:nass produce finished watches. What 
was a very s:nall instalment jewelry business in the 1890's 
soon became the large credit jewelry business of today. 
During the closing decades of the nineteenth century, 
the extension of instaL-nent credit expanded to cover a lower 
unit cost conLnodity. Instead of a few· large houses, a large 
nu:nber of s:nall dealers appeared. Every type of article 
bought became a target for instalment credit. Abuses of the 
plan beca::te com;aon and repossessionn were not frm·med upon 
as a detriment to reputation. 
Product De~nand. At the beginning of the twentieth 
century the majority of American fan:lilies spent most of their 
inco:nes on what may be regarded today as the bare essentials 
of living. As disposable incone increased, the aDount left 
for discretionary spending increased~ Alon3 with rising 
inco:nes, i:nprove:-:ients in working hours and leisure tim'e took 
place. ~ith increased income and leisure time, consumer 
durable goods began to find a greater market. 
Advertising influenced the American fa":lily in the 
desire to acquire labor-saving and convenience products. 
Radios, refrigerators, ccntrc-~l heating,, ·washing machines 
and vacuum cleaners sales increased with the psychological 
ic:1petus oi' mass advertisinge Durable consumer goods have 
co;.l.t.ributed in a r.10st important way to the attainment of 
higher levels of' living and consumption# 
Wot all people realize and app~eciate that it is in-
st.alr.1ent credit which has enabled the masses in this coun-
try to secure and enjoy the benefits of consum.ers' durables 
of all kinds. 11I-iany persons would never be able to buy cer-
tain necessities and luxuries without the instalo.ent privi-
le(-;e because of the difficulty, if not the ir;1possibility, 
,., 
of gathering the required sum in one lu:ap .. "D The use of 
6Richard P. Ettinger and David E. Golieb, Credits 
and Collections. 3rd ed. (New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 
1949) • po Jl. 
instalment credit has aided materially in the L'Ilprovement 
of the American standard of living. 
10 
Industrialization and Urbanization. There was a tL'Ile 
when each household was aL'Ilost a self-contained economic 
unit. Food was grown and prepared by the household members. 
Clothing was made by the family. Few purchases were made 
outside the local community. However this picture ~~s gradu-
ally changed by the growth of industry and the flow of people 
into the cities. 
As the West becarne populated and towns grew beyond 
the r-Iississippi, instaL'Ilent credit soon followed. After the 
Civil War, new industrial cities sprang up in the Mid-West. 
In the South the Reconstruction period brought industry and 
trade back to life again. Merchants used instalment credit 
to promote sales, particularly of furniture. In the north-
ern cities a great host of imn1igrants became the recipients 
of instalment credit assets. 
Another factor influencing the growth of instalment 
credit was the steady flow of people from farms to cities 
to provide the manpower for industries. During the late 
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, industrial devel-
opment and growth of cities brought people together in in-
creasingly large n1.L.11bers and rn.ade them more and more depend-
ent upon one another for the necessities and luxuries of 
everyday life. These people needed consumer goods and their 
regular wages provided a sound basis for regular instalment 
pay:nents. 
At this same time, ite:ns of consu.11er goods costing 
substantial sums of money began to be produced. With these 
higher unit costs, new means of distribution had to be de-
veloped. Insta~nent credit provided the vehicle for enjoy-
ment of these higher priced consu.11er goods. As urbanization 
developed, the market area for instalment credit sellers 
became more concentrated which served to reduce their ser-
vicing costs. 
11 
The Automobile. The auto~obile, which was to provide 
the greatest impetus for growth of instalment credit, appeared 
in the late 1800's. From the creation of "tinkerers" and 
inventors it grew to become a rich man's plaything. By 1910 
doctors, newspaper men and a few businessmen had proven that 
the automobile could do much or even more to change the Ameri-
can way of life than had the railroad or the steamship. 
Hore and more people of modest means wanted an automobile to 
make life more convenient or business more profitable. Thus 
the autonobile began to be an expensive item needed and de-
sired by a large nu.11ber of persons. In 1909, the annual 
production rate of all motor vehicles exceeded 100,000,7 
7u. s. Government, Historical Statistics of the United 
States - 17$9 - 1945. (Washington: Governm.ent Printing 
Office, 1949). p:-2°23. 
12 
which was indicative of the increasing demand for automobiles. 
~·Jith such high unit costs it was apparent that a great fi-
nancing program would be necessary for both dealers and con-
su.11ers. 
EARLY RELUCTANCE OF BANKS 
The role of commercial banks in the field of instal-
~ent credit has been one of hesitancy. Even though provi-
sions for instalment credit facilities for consumers had 
become established as a highly successful business, commer-
cial banks were reluctant for years to enter the instalment 
credit field. The profitability of such financing was at-
tested in the records of consUi.11er credit companies which 
were accessible to banks. The principle that banks were 
only responsible for production credit was the predominant 
the:ne. The idea that credit should be extended for consumer 
goods without collateral and not be paid in full within thir-
ty, sixty or ninety days was beyond their thinking. 
One reason for their lack of interest in direct lend-
ing to conSQuers was that bankers were uncertain as to the 
amount of risk involved. Another was the social stigma at-
tached to this neit field. If a person was not able to pur-
chase consumer goods for cash, it was the general social 
feeling that he should not enjoy the use of such corniuodities. 
13 
In addition, commercial banks had the privilege of rediscount-
ing their co::rm1ercial paper with the Federal Reserve Banks 
and no system had been established to rediscount instalr.lent 
notes as such. Finally, the state banking laws did not, 
in most states, specifically give banks the right to finance 
consu.'11ers on an instalment basis at charges in excess of 
statutory interest rates. Thus doubt as to the legal status 
of bank activities served as an additional restraining in-
fluence. In addi·tion, the traditional commercial lending 
methods were different from the instaL'11ent credit procedures. 
CONTRAST BETWEEN COMMERCIAL AND :;QNSUMER LENDING METHODS 
In the 1920's co:n:nercial bank loans were set up to 
mature in full on a due date. The usual maturities, as pre-
viously stated were thirty, sixty or ninety days. The rates 
charged by banks were not sufficient to· justify weekly or 
monthly instaL'1lents. If a borrower could not pay when the 
loan beca'lle due, the loan could be renewed, with or without 
a partial payment. Each renewal, however, was a new trans-
action. This was supposed to give the com.'llercial banks a 
hit;h degree of liquidity inas:nuch as all loans were on a 
short term basis and could be called in full at maturity. 
The business of consu.-ner instalment lending differs 
significantly fro:n that traditionally engaged in by com.-ner-
cial banks. Each transaction has a small unit value. 
'Ihe unit costs are high co:!!pared to com.::iercial loans. In 
additiont specialized lending and collection techniques are 
required. 
SALES FIHANCE C07·Il' AIJil'~S 
When the auto:n.obile created the need for a great fi-
nancial pro(';rmn, tho co:n::iercial banks wcro not willing to 
supply that neGd. A new financial. in~rtitution, knoi.m as 
the sales finance company, evolved to fill the c;ap. 
14 
'l'he sales finance company is basically a different. 
type of financ.ial institution as contrasted to other lend-
i.ng agencies. 'l'he operation consists primarily of buyinr; 
from. dealers instal:11ent contracts i.·thich cover merchandise 
purchased by consume:::-s from these dealers. 'Ihey do not :nake 
direct money loans to individual consumers. 'fhus, the dealer 
by prior a-:."rangement vrith the sales finance company can of-
fer his customers the convenience of buying on the instal-
ment plan and can complete all contract require:nent.s with 
the custo:ner in his o\'m business location. 
Sales finance companies secure from stockholders and 
by co::n.~ercial borrowine the funds which they risk in buying 
consumer instalmen\, contracts. They do not accept deposits 
(savings or checkine) from the public as do cor:m1ercial banks. 
It is ir.i.possible to state with accuracy just when 
automobile instalment sales financing actually began. 
Certainly there are many unrecorded instances where automo-
bile dealers allowed special customers or good friends to 
purchase cars on instalments. Many students of the early 
history of automobile instalment financing as we know it 
today, consider that it began around 1910-1911. 
By 1910, the automobile industry was in need of the 
services of financial institutions which could supply the 
dealer with needed inventory credit, and at the same time, 
enable this dealer to make available to his purchasers, a 
system whereby these purchasers could pay for their automo-
biles in instalments. The amount of credit which could be 
extended to purchasers by automobile dealers relying upon 
their own financial resources, was severely limited. So 
dealers needed "consumer" credit. 
15 
At that time, commercial banks were um·tllling to sup-
ply in any substantial degree these financing needs, if the 
manufacturers and dealers were to be served, and if persons 
of moderate incomes were to be enabled to buy automobiles. 
Consequently, it became apparent to some of the pioneer sales 
finance company executives, that there was an economic need 
for a new kind of financial institution, if these manufac-
turer and dealer needs were to be satisfied, and if the auto-
mobile was to take its place in the American scene. 
Sales finance companies moved in to fill the gap not 
taken by existing financial institutions. By 1939, out of 
16 
a total insta~nent credit volu.~e of $4,503 million, sales 
finance companies held $1,197 million. 8 The growth of in-
stalment credit handled by sales finance companies paralleled 
the tremendous growth of the automobile industry. And so 
it was that out of the recognition of these newly developed 
economic needs in the automobile industry, the modern sales 
finance company, as we know it today, was born. 
PERSONAL LOAN COMP AIUES 
The personal loan companies (also known as small loan 
companies, fai~ily finance companies, or consumer finance 
companies) are much more widely known to the public than 
sales finance companies because of their widespread adver-
tising and their direct contact with consumer borrowers. 
Their origin is unknown and probably grew from the earlier 
practice of salary purchasing by loan sharks. 
These consumer finance companies, as they are more 
recently known, are engaged primarily in direct cash lend-
ing to consumers repayable on an instalment basis. The money 
is borrowed principally for such purposes as consolidating 
overdue bills, past purchases and medical expenses. Because 
the instalment loans made by consumer finance companies are 
$Federal Reserve Bullet.in. U1ay, 1957). p. 562 
relatively s:na.11, risky and costly to handle, these compan-
ies are per~itted by special state legislation to charge 
relatively high rates. Nevertheless, these companies per-
form a most linportant and worthwhile service for society. 
In 1957, consumer finance companies are expected to lend 
over $3 billion in cash instaL~ent loans to the American 
family. 
MORRIS PLAN BANKS 
Another linportant development in the history of in-
stalment credit ·was the Horris Plan bank. A young lawyer 
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in Norfolk, Virginia, by the name of Arthur J. Morris brought 
a new concept to banking in 1910. His Morris Plan banks 
provided loans to individuals for any worthy purpose repay-
able on a weekly or monthly basis. 
Three basic principles were developed by 1 .. ir. Horris 
and guided him in his plans. First was the granting of 
credit primarily for consumption purposes. Second, loans 
on personal security without collateral. Here, i•1r. Horris 
assu.~ed that the individual himself was a running business 
with assets, liabilities and a net worth. As such, he con-
stituted a sound banking risk. The final principle was the 
repayment of loans in insta~nents.9 
9Trail Blazing Without Buckskin or Sguirrel Rifle. 
(Washington: Consu.11er Banking Institute, 1943}. p. 3. 
Hr • .I>1orris' program expanded to a nation-wide syste:n 
of banks. While not their original intent, many ;•lorris Plan 
banks have added all the services available in any commer-
cial bank and many have dropped the name "iforris Plan" from 
their titles. The success of the ?-1orris Plan banks served 
as an experience basis for the entrance of many commercial 
banks into the instalment credit field. 
CHANGE IN ATTITUDE OF COr.Ii:~IERCIAL DANKS 
Low Interest Rates and Accumulation of Funds. Durinb 
the 1930's periods of low interest rates and limited demands 
for bank funds, the commercial banks looked to the consumer 
credit field to see what had developed. A desire to give 
a more varied and well rounded service, a desire to erase 
the growing feeling of critics calling them rich men's in-
stitutions began to change the staid thinking of com.~ercial 
bankers. As surplus funds accumulated, the need arose to 
find new uses for these funds. 'The profit picture of Morris 
Plan systa~s along with their extremely low losses began 
to justify the instaL'nent credit field. 
Federal Housing Ad.'ninistration. Another influencing 
factor in the establishment of instaLrnent credit was the 
introduction in 1934 of a federal system of insured instal-
ment loans for the repair and modernization of homes. This 
plan was administered by the Federal Housing Ac111inistration. 
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Loans made by approved institutions under this plan were 
guaranteed by the A~~inistration. The loans were payable 
in monthly instaL""Tients and usually ran from thirty to thir-
ty-six months. 'rhe interest was taken out in advance, the 
discount rate being 5;~, and the actual yield about 9.6;~. 
The Administration limited its liability to 10% of the vol-
wne of loans ~ade by each approved agent.10 
STATISTICS ON GROWTH 
-
The earliest data available on commercial bank par-
ticipation in total instaL""Tient credit begins with the year 
1939. At that time they held $1,079 million or 24% of total 
instalment credit outstanding. By December 1956, they had 
increased their holdings to ~11,682 million or 37% of the 
total instalment credit which represents a 50;'0 increase on 
the base. 
In order to achieve such a tremendous gain in a short 
period, com.~ercial banks used several methods to augment 
their instaL"rlent credit vollli~e. The largest sin~le factor 
in increasing volume was the recommendation of previous and 
current borrowers. The goodwill established each time a 
loan was granted did much to encourage new customers. 
lOJoseph D. Coppock, Government Agencies of Consumer 
InstaL"rlent Credit. (.New York: Na-cionaI Bureau of Economic 
Research, Inc., 1940). p. 3, 
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All forms of advertising media have been used, such 
as newspapers, billboards, radio, movies, and more recently 
television. Special direct mailings to preferred groups of 
borrowers proved to be fruitful. 
One particular plan proven successful has been the 
establishment of relations between the conunercial bank and 
industrial or commercial f inns whose employees are likely 
to be customers. Sometimes officers of such firms might 
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even recom.mend the bank to their a~ployees and allow payments 
to be deducted from the borrower's salary, thus giving the 
bank a preferred competitive position and reducing collection 
difficulty. 
Further, loans of greater than average size have been 
solicited from preferred groups of salaried people in rela-
tively secure positions. Generally, this type of business 
is obtained through direct mail solicitation. Executive 
plan loans of ~2500 or more may be extended to specially 
selected customers. 
Other cormnercial banks have developed loan volume by 
arranging with doctors and dentists to have their accounts 
receivable paid off by means of personal loans to clients. 
Many such plans and their variations have added to the in-
staklent credit volume handled by co:n.i.iercial banks. 
One of the largest sources of instalment loan volu.~e 
has been that of the automobile sales finance paper. Com-
mercial banks obtain these loans either from dealers or 
directly from individual purchasers. One method, typical 
of automobile financing, is knmm as "floor planning, n and 
involves the extension of credit on a dealer's wholesale 
stock. 'I'he dealer, in turn, arranges for his customers to 
finance their purchases through the bank. Thus the com:ner-
cial banks have been co~peting vigorously with sales finance 
companies. 
The graph on the next page illustrates the rate of 
growth of instaL~ent credit held by commercial banks for 
selected years. Comr1ercial bank instalment credit accounted 
for less than a quarter of total outstandings in 1939; by 
mid-1942 it had risen to 29% of the total. After the war 
years decline, com.'1lercial banks' share rose sharply. By 
mid-1947, they held 40% of total instalment credit. Since 
that time they have held their oim in this increasingly com-
petitive field. 
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For the past decade com.'1lercial banks have maintained 
a little under 40p of total instaL~ent credit outstanding. 
This percentage has been held as total dollar volu..ae has 
gradually increased from year to year. Commercial banks as 
a group have increased the ratio of their instaL~ent loans 
to total loans in their portfolios from less than 1% in 1939 
to approximately 16% in 1957. In terms of real growth, fu-
ture holdings by coramercial banks of instaL111ent credit will 
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INSTALMENT CREDIT BY HOLDER 
FOR SELECTED YEARS 
1939 - 1956 
Commercial Banks 
• Sales Finance Companies 
Consumer Finance C~mpanies 
All Others 
• Total Instalment Credit 
952 ~54 t56 Year 
11Federal Reserve Bulletin. (Ma 1957) 62 y, • P• 5 • 
FIGUEE 1 
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show prL~arily an increase in dollar vol~~e while maintain-
ing their present percentage of total instalment credit. 
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CHAPTER III 
ACQUIRING CREDIT nrFOIU•IA TION 
A credit decision is only as good as the facts and 
information assembled upon which to base that decision. 
The basic source of information is the applicant. Here the 
technique of the interviewer must be used to its fullest 
advantage. After the personal interview, the investigation 
is pursued with the idea that a prompt and fair decision 
is advantageous both to the applicant and the bank. 
DIRECT FROM CUSTOMER 
The Interview. The information collected at the time 
of the personal interview with an instalment credit customer 
is the basis for a successful loan. A good interviewer has 
a special technique that enables him to acquire data from 
the applicant in a casual manner. The following points should 
be covered in the interview: (1) the amount and purpose 
of the loan, (2) the plan and source of repayment, (3) the 
financial condition of the applicant, and (4) his honesty 
and ability. 
The beginning conversation should be relaxed and 
pleasant in order to put the applicant at ease, especially 
if it is his first contact with the bank. If the applicant 
has had previous loan 9AJ>erience, the credit file should 
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be available as a guide to the interview. Regardless of 
whether the applicant is a new or previous customer, a credit 
application form should be used as a guide to the conversa-
tion. This lessens the chance of omitting valuable questions. 
A saCTple application is shown on the following page. 
It is important that a thorough interview be conducted 
in the case of a new applicant even though the initial re-
quest is for a small a~ount. If, in the future, larger loans 
are requested, it will not be as difficult to get the desired 
information had only a hasty interview been made on the first 
application. A customer will sometiu1es resent a more thor-
ough interview if in the past it has not been done. In a 
conslli~er credit department that has been established a num-
ber of years, more than sixty per cent of the applicants are 
previous customers. '£his would justify the effort of a care-
ful initial interview. 
Early in the interview the an1ount and purpose of the 
loan should be established. If the request is not in accord-
ance with the bank's loan policy, then the applicant can be 
so informed immediately. Many purposes are not considered 
sound or desirable from the commercial banker's viewpoint. 
If the purpose is one of speculation, the natural conserva-
tism of banks should discourage the application. The basic 
policies of the individual bank should be thoroughly under-
stood by the loan interviewer. 
THE BANK ·.,,~EST "B~~.?AD STREET B~NCH 
... ....~ ..... 
L I Committee Approval.: l , ______ _.or ____ M0. aoynatha _____ ··-- --· _[ ·::..oa::..Y::..~..:.:..;.0_r ___________ _ I hereby app_ly_for_a Loa_ll~f f_ _ -
AUTOMOBILE (Ir offered as security): 
Year ______ Make_ ________ l\lodef ______ _ 
Serial No. Date purchased, _________ l\.lotor :-io. _________ _ 
Aver. ~LU>A Purcha,;e 
Loan \'al.$ Price_J _________ _ 
Down payment (if to purchase car)-----S·---------
Deferred balance or proceeds of loan S·---------
Title to come from: 
Do not write in this apace 
Total 
F.O.B. $. _______ Symbol _____ Prem. S·--------
Comprehensive __ +---+ 
C II' . { $ 50.00 Ded. o 1s1on $100.00 Oed. 
Fire'--------1----1 
Theft------+---< 
Combined coverage 
Stated amount __ -+---J 
l'NDERWRITER'S COMMENTS: 
Recommend insurance (our carrier)? 
Ycs, ____________ _,_,u.i... ___________ _ 
INSURANCE: 
A. Is applicant the owner of car being financed? _________ _ 
B. Names and ages of drivers, other 
than applicant (if none, so state) _____________ _ 
C. Monthly mileage'---------------------
11. Has any Company cancelled a previous 
automohile insurance policy? ______________ _ 
E. If so, give name of Companr----------------
F. Dat."------------------------
G. Outline automobile insurance claims, if any: _________ _ 
IL Outline in detail anv renm\ of infr;1ction>' 
of motor vt•hicft." laws, or other laws:-----------
FIGURE 2 - LOAU APPLICATION F0lli·1 
.• ( ·~~,·:~· 
·r-~, 
After the amount and purpose of the loan have been 
established~ the plan and source of repayment should be dis-
cussed. For consumer instalment lending, this will be lim-
ited to asking the applicant if he has budgeted any given 
amount for this particular loan request. The bank itself 
will most often inf onn the applicant of the plan and terms 
that will be acceptable after the investigation and credit 
decision. 
The financial condition of the applicant is the next 
field to be covered in a thorough interview. The principal 
salary or income should be ascertained. This should be 
stated as either gross or net income. All other income 
should also be listed as this may be a deciding factor. 
Total debts should be listed and signed by the customer on 
a separate form such as is sho~m on the following page. 
This is of value if the applicant does not list his entire 
indebtedness and later files bankruptcy. The court can dis-
allow the petition of bankruptcy if the listing of debts 
was not a complete and full disclosure. Experience has 
proven in instalment, credit, that repeated questions are 
necessary to discover the total debts of applicants. Many 
times customers wish to consolidate certain bills and will 
only indicate these as debts and not mention other obliga-
tions such as an automobile loan or a personal finance 
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l 
i 
For the purpose of obtaining credit at The Bank of Virginia, I hereby certify that the following list 
is a true and complete statement of my entire ou~standing indebtedness: 
BALANCE MONTHLY 
NAME OF CREDITOR DUE PAYMENT WHAT FOR 
I 
-, 
I 
I 
I 
' ~ i 
(SIGNED)i-----------------
FORM 4 REV. 8-47 
FIGURE 3 - STA'l'E?·IENT OF INDEBTEDNESS l\) 
ro 
company loan. A full disclosure by the applicant makes it 
possible to investigate carefully. I.f, however, the appli-
cant attempts to withhold some pertinent information, it 
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is difficult to discover. If such is discovered to be the 
case, the loan should be rejected L'1llnediately as it indicates 
an undesirable character risk. 
The personal checking and savings accounts should be 
noted on the application as they can provide a source of 
financial history, particularly if the accounts are carried 
at the bank of loan inquiry. 
More friends are made by banks and more are lost in 
interviews with loan applicants than in any other phase of 
banking. A keen understanding of both the clearly revealed 
and the hidden motives of the applicants must be strived for. 
Finally, the interviewer must be sympathetic toward hwnan 
problems. 
Financial Statement. On larger loan requests a signed 
financial statement should be obtained. Much of this infor-
mation should be verified as asset values can be overstated. 
All assets and liabilities should be listed and itemized as 
required on the statecrent form. A sa~ple financial state-
ment form is shown on the next page. 
Personal financial statements are not as readily 
analyzed in terms of ratios as are business statements. 
O( 
·s, STOCKS AND BONDS OWNED 
In name of Market value 
TGAGES OWNED 
In name of Maturity Amount 
-
-
-
ESTATE OWNED 
Title in Cost 
Market Mortgage 
1ame of value Amount Maturity 
..,,,. 
SURANCE CARRIED 
Beneficiary 
Cash surrender Loans 
value 
NIES WHERE CREDIT HAS BEEN OBTAINED 
High credit Basis 
THE UNDERSIGNED CERTIFIES THAT BOTH SIDES HEREOF .AND THE INFORMATION 
INSERTED THEREIN HAS BEEN CAREFULLY RE.AD AND .IS TRUE AND CORRECT. 
Signature 
! 
·I 
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Total assets less total liabilities gives the net worth of 
the individual. This net worth should be analyzed in terms 
of liquidity of the assets it represents. What equity has 
been gained in home ownership? The equity in home ownership 
is generally one of the largest items in an individual's 
net worth. The financial statement analysis should reveal 
the applicant's financial ability and history. 
Other information of value on the financial statement 
are contingent liabilities such as taxes and endorsements 
on other loans, and the schedule of life insurance o~med. 
Often, the value of itemizing all assets and liabilities on 
the financial statement form gives the applicant a picture 
of his finances he has never seen before. 
BANK FILES 
Previous Loan Experience. The first step after tak-
ing the credit application would be to check the bank's 
credit files. This should be done regardless of whether the 
customer states he has had previous loans, since sometL~es 
an unsatisfactory customer will try to avoid his previous 
record. The date of the last loan, the paying record and 
the highest credit extended should be detennined. This rec-
ord ·will give an indication of the character of the appli-
cant and his paying habits. 
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Other Departments. Care should be taken to check 
the activity and stability of an applicant's checking and 
savings account. Some large depositors prefer to make a 
small loan rather than disturb a savings account. If the 
loan is rejected, the bank could lose a ver'/ desirable ac-
count. 
OUTSIDE SOURCES 
Credit Agencies. In larger cities, credit agencies 
such as Retail Merchants Associations and The Retail Credit 
Company are invaluable in investigating individual credit 
records. Retail J;Ierchants Associations provide a central 
clearing house for credit information of local members. 
This speeds up the investigation procedure since many credit 
references can be investigated by one telephone call. Each 
report includes the date and record of last inquiry. Some-
times the last inquiry indicates the customer just recently 
borrowed money and is using it for a dm·m payment on some 
consu.~er item he is requesting the bank to finance. 
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The Retail Credit Company publishes reports of char-
acter and financial evaluations. These reports are specially 
prepared and require several days to receive if not already 
in their .files. Srunples of these reports are shown on the 
f ollo"lfTing pages. 
j 
I. 
l 
·I 
.FORM 12 
CONFIDENTIAL REPORT 
C B I Richmond, REDIT UREAU o Virginia, Inc. 
CENTRAL NATIONAL BANK BUILDINQ 
RICHMOND 19, VA. 
This report is furnished to you in strict confidence in response to 
your inquiry and is for your own exclusive use and benefit as an aid 
in extending credit or the value or condition of an existing credit, and 
is not to be revealed to the subjects reported on or anyone else. The 
information is not our opinion, but has been obtained by us in good 
faith from sources deemed reliable, and we do not vouch for its ac· 
curacy, neither the Credit Bureau of Richmond, Va., Inc., nor any 
of its representatives shall be responsible for the violation of any of 
these conditions and by your acceptance of this report you specifically 
agree to the same, waiving all claims for any loss which may occur to 
the member through this report. 
25M •1·56 
Report for •... !3.~ __ Qf. ... YIBQIIT.J.A.J~.! ... ~BP..L .................... ~ .. 
Date .. 5.::.?~.:-.2.t?.. ... Reporter ...................... Typed by .... JJ.J ......... . 
IDENTITY 
Name ....................................................................... . 
•......••.........•......•. --······························································· 
Address .............................................................. . 
For. Add •.............................................................................................. 
Occupation.~· % ......................................................... 
FROM ACCT. HIGHEST OWING FOR MONTHS LAST LAST PAYMENTS OPENED CREDIT NOW OF SOLD PAID 
Bank 8-54 $188.00 00 4-56 18 at $10.45 slow. 
Telev. 8-54 $188.00 thru Central National Bank 
Furn. 12-49 $217.18 00 4-54 4-56 $5. a wk. fair. 
Furn. 4-53 declined. 
Furn. ll-L~7 $63.00 00 9-51 2-52 warranted 1-52 
Jewl. 1-51 $45.00 00 OK. $5. a mo. 
JUDGMENTS: 
Our records show 17 judgments dating from 1942 thru 12-55. 
FIGURE 5 - HICH.Mmrn' VIRGINIA CREDIT BUREAU REPORT 
F & re 
·~·~~~ni7PAILER~ COMMERCIAL AGENc;\~. ~·,,," 
'·!' ·:~J:~,,' · · CREDIT REPORT 
--·<:~ ~;--~;,,~- -
_:,,._ 
-~ ·,_ - ,.' { 
._\. ' 
:.--.: .. _, .. _ ·' ~ .., .:. ~ ~:l.~ /-~· •.¥~· ~~ \ '· 
'.'-'" ~• •. :1· CONFIDENTfAL 
-~-cc_t._N_o_. ---'2=5=6_.4--"'9 __ l 
. DETROIT 
• ~ ,:~·";~:'. ---------~---O~ICE File No. 
ns 
'li'J.9/57 23 
-.. JAMES A. (KATHRYN) 
Richmond, Va., ~~;;;;;;:;::.;s~t~ ..... 
asst. bus. agt., ·Dept. 
IDENTITY: 1. Are name and addresses correct as given above? 
2. How long known to file? (or state "no previous file") 
3. About what ls age? (If around 21 verity 1f pOSBible.) 
4. Is applicant married, single, dlTorced or Widowed? No. dependents? 
5. What ls racial descen i? 
EMPLOYMENT: 6. Name of employer? (GiTe name of firm.) 
7. What 1IS nature of buainelSll? (State the kind ot trade or industry.) 
Transaction: 
Amount$ 
Mo. Notes$ 
1. )\$ 
~ no previous file 
3
· 45 
4. · ma rr i ed No. dependents 4 
5. AS 
ChryslEir Corp 
mfg. 
8. Position held-how long? (If less than.1 year, explain.) 
n. 
'7. 
8. 
9. 
11. 
factory How long? 8 yrs. 
J'INANCES: 
Y. Work full time 1tead1ly? (If not, how many days per week?) 
10. Are proepects tor eon$1nued permanent employment good? 
11. What would you utlmaie NET WORTH? 
12. Of what does worth consllSi principally? (Real estate, caah, 1toclcll, bonds, etc.) 
13. Doe1 applicant own home, rent or board? 
14. What 111 ANNUAL EARNED INOOME from work or business? . 
15. ADDED ANNUAL income from investments, rentals, pensions, dlsab1Uty, etc.? 
16. If lpOUISe employed, g1Te name Of employer.· 
17. Position held-pproxlmaie ANNUAL INOOMll. 
18. Approxlmaie number of years employed. 
Yes 
11
· *4500 est. n.w. 
12. savings, personal eff., 
13
· rent 
14. *--4006-·----------.. Exact O Estimated QC 
15
· • hone 
UI. 
17. 
18. 
no 
Source: 
Incom~ $ ........ 
CHARACTER: 19. Is reputation as io honesty and fair dealing good? 19. Yes 
20. Do you leam of any Ulegal actlTitles, or domestic troubles? (If so, explain.) 20. No 
2r. Any mness (physical or mental) affecting ablllty to pay? (If so, explain.) _21_. -------------------
CREDIT 22. Do you learn ot any !allures, bankruptcies, mortgage foreclosures, suits, 
RECORD: judgmenis or garnishments against him? (If so, state which. Give deta11B.) 22. 
23. Does this person pay his bllls, as agreed, as far as you can leam? 23. 
24. CREDIT RECORD: Set out CREDrr RECORD in tabular form below. 
25. BUSINl:SS-FINANOES: Comment on present and past business connections, irregular employment or lack of 1tab11lty. · Oover subject's financial. 
position, giving breakdown on worth. 
JIG. PERSONAL: Show how long subject has lived in the neighborhood-how regarded. AmpiifJ any unusual ln!ormatlon pertaining to domestic 
troubles, mness learned or other features thai would affect earnings or paying ablllty. 
Date I 
· · Checked ' · 
7/29/57 
7/29/57 
7/29/57 
Kind of I How L<m{I 
BUBineae SeUitiD 
Department store, 
f.mnance co. 2/54 
rinance Co. finds 
I . ':J!::uit l :,es:;,, I i~:e 
declines information. 
$150.00 10/8/55 
no record. 
Amoutit 
Poat D1UI 
Specif11 ao, 60, 90 days, etc. I Pa11i•D record &11: (le th~ in accordance with teTmaY) If Ctn1tTact Acct., 10 state. 
2 good accounts. 
BUSINESS:FINANCES: JAMES A g· .• has been employed br the Chrysler Corp. 
for 8 years working in the factory~ · His wages, accord ng to the ~age scale 
in this a;ea is estimated at $4000. We are not able to verify employmfint 
through the employer as they decline information. He left his employment 
in Detroit to 'work in Richmond Va. H.s wife is a house wife not gainfully 
employed. We estimate their net worth to be $4500 consisting of bonds, 
savings, '57 Plymouth and personal effects. 
PERSONAL: Subject is 45 years of age. He has been married for 23 y:ars and 
has 3 children dependent. He is renting at Detroit, where 
his family are still living, for 5 years. They will join him very soon in 
Richomnd. We can learn of no derogatory personal information. 
jj;2c 
':"" 
.,,,..1. 
' ',"'\ 
Form R63-2-67 Printed in U. S. A. 
FIGURE 6 - RETAIL CREDIT COMPANY HEPORT 
• 
I 
Trade ~ Bank References. Many times it is advis-
able to contact some bank and trade references directly. 
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Most firms are willing to cooperate and give inform.ation 
they have on file. In applications where speed is necessary, 
often one call to a bank reference will suffice to make a 
credit decision. With competition as keen as it is in some 
sections, speed in servicing applications is so~etL~es vital. 
Character References. Applicants with little or no 
previous credit experience often are valuable potential cus-
tomers. Too often the tendency is to turn down applicants 
because of no credit experience. The writer feels that in 
these special cases, a careful and determined investigation 
of character can provide a sound basis for credit extension. 
Employers or former employers, teachers, pastors or friends 
can do much to establish a character background worthy of 
credit extension. 
SUMMARY AND EVALUA'l'ION 
Successful acquisition of instalment credit infor:1a-
tion depends to a great extent on the initiative, resource-
fulness and inquisitiveness of the investigator. In the 
opinion of the writer it is more advantageous for the instal-
ment loan interviewers to be responsible for their mm in-
vestigations. In addition to better and more complete in-
formation, the writer has found that a greater degree of 
efficiency is achieved within the department by utilizing 
the interviewer as investigator also. Of course, during 
unusually busy periods clerical help will be needed. 
By utilizing the application information and check-
ing the bank's files, local credit bureaus and personal ref-
erences, a factual s~~ary can be created upon which a 
credit decision can be formulated. 
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CHAPTER IV 
FOR.HING A CREDIT DECISION 
Previous chapters have dealt with the historical back-
ground and investigation procedures used in instaL~ent lend-
ing. The culmination of instaL~ent lending is the formula-
tion of the ultimate credit decision. At this point, multi-
farious matters come under the credit raan's scrutiny. Three 
broad factors, each entailing a multitude of considerations, 
will be treated in this chapter. They are: the personal 
factor, the financial factor, and the economic factor. An 
outline guide is given to be used in instalment lending as 
a basic plan to the ultimate credit decision. 
THE PERSONAL FACTOR 
Four C's of Credit. There seems to be little agree-
ment as to the relative weights assigned to the major factors 
which pertain to the advancing of funds for future repayment.l 
Willia~ Post, a prominent Philadelphia banker, has been cred-
ited with originating the now famous four C's of credit. 
His 1910 booklet entitled Ih£ Four Big f..:.2. set forth Charac-
ter, Capacity, Capital and Collateral as the all-inclusive 
lcharles w. Williams, ed., The Credit Department as 
A Training Ground f?r the Bank Loan Ofiicer. (Philiidelpliia: 
Hobert £.iorris Associates, I93'4). p. 89. 
elements in extending credit. In recent years, writers like 
Edvva.rd F. Gee, vice-president, State-Planters Bank of Com-
merce and Trusts, Rich~ond, Virginia, have insisted on a 
fifth C - Conditions, meaning that combination of external 
factors playing on credit risks in the long run. 
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Character. The well worn term, Character, when woven 
into the personal factor is still meaningful. Character en-
compasses the ethical qualities of honesty, integrity, probity, 
trustworthiness and morality. While any credit man will 
readily ad~it that character is the basic essential h~~an 
quality on which instalment or any credit must depend, the 
ability to discern such character is difficult. 
For each instaL~ent credit applicant, the credit man 
must attempt to deter.nine character from clues gathered dur-
ing the personal interview. Friends, associates, employers 
and family antecedents can be checked as to their opinion 
of the applicant's character. A review of previous obliga-
tions would give an indication of the character and capacity 
of the applicant. 
It is in this scope of the investigation that com.~er­
cial banks sometimes limit themselves. After the review 
of previous loan history and current paying habits, too of-
ten a final decision is made without a more complete char-
acter investigation. This writer believes many loan appli-
cations could be salvaged and completed if a more determinate 
effort were made to establish a desirable character back-
ground. The applicant should be asked to give character 
references for the interviewer to investigate. Such people 
as the high school principal or teacher, or the pastor of 
the applicant can do ~uch to establish the true nature of 
the applicant's character. 
THE FINANCIAL FACTOR 
C • +-apaci vY• After determining that the purpose of the 
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loan is reasonable, proper, and of assistance to the borrow-
er, his capacity to meet this added obligation must be evalu-
ated. Here a financial review is necessary. Total income 
and total fixed outlays are noted. Can the borrower meet 
the required payments? Is his income permanent? To prop-
erly evaluate his capacity, many factors must be known. 
All of his existing debts, fa:nily status, dependents, sources 
of income, accumulated assets, life and health insurance 
in force and contingent liabilities are to be ascertained 
and taken into consideration. 
Capital and Collateral. Capital consists of assets 
that have been accu,~ulated. Such items as cash on hand, 
stocks and bonds, real estate, automobiles and personal 
property make up an individual's capital. If a person has 
been able to accumulate capital, it is indicative of his 
ability to acclli~ulate and conserve assets. Thus a person 
who is a home owner or purchasing his home is considered 
a better risk than a person who rents. The financial state-
ment should bring this information to light. 
It is often necessary to pledge some of these acclliuu-
la ted assets as collateral in order to secure a loan. At 
the time a loan is made collateral should never be looked 
upon as a primary source of repayment. Collateral as such 
should never take precedence over character or capacity. 
THE ECONOMIC FACTOR 
Conditions. The general economic policies of the 
government and banking in general will influence the over-
all policies pertaining to instalment lending. These gen-
eral economic conditions should be considered in formulat-
ing the lending policy. The continued rise in inflation 
has caused the Federal Reserve authorities to try to lessen 
its expansion by increasing their interest charges to mem-
ber banks and by moral suasion, in which member banks are 
contacted directly to change certain policies. These out-
side influences can only be as effective as the individual 
bank's wish to enforce them. To the individual instahnent 
loan applicant, these outside influences mean little and 
his only interest is whether his particular loan is to be 
approved. 
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NEW APPROACH TO CREDIT DECISIONS 
The approach of co:n:-nercial banks to instalment lend-
ing at the present ti!'ne places the e~nphasis on the purpose 
of the loan as a guide to the terms and credit decision. 
Once the applicant has stated the purpose of the loan, an 
individual set of guiding principles automatically apply. 
As an exa;:i.ple, an applicant wishes to purchase a car. Here 
the guiding precepts are a 25~~ to 407~ down payment and ter::is 
from 12 to 36 months. Had the applicant wanted the same 
a~ount of money for remodeling his home, the rules would 
not require a down payment. 
Hence, the question comes to the writer's mind: \·/hy 
a different approach depending upon the purpose of the loan? 
The only commodity a bank has to offer is cash or its equi-
valent in demand deposits. To the writer, the basic ques-
tion with each applicant should be: Vlhat is the rnaxim1un 
amount of cash credit that can be advanced to the applicant? 
Commercial banks have always established lines of 
credit for their cor.m1ercial custo:ners which set the maximur.n 
amount to be lent to a particular customer. Depart::nent 
stores set limits on their accounts. Why not establish a 
line of credit for individual consumer instalment credit 
applicants? 
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Co:n.;~ercial banks have money for sale. Too often a 
customer applies for and receives a small loan for some 
specific purpose. In nany cases, if a careful budget and 
financial analysis were completed, a much larger loan would 
be possible and would be more helpful in establishing the 
applicant on a sound financial progra~. The larger loan 
would not involve any more handling expense, but would in-
crease the average size loan made. In effect, commercial 
banks would be establishing a line of credit similar to those 
handled in com..~ercial lending. By establishing the lL~its 
of credit for the individual, both the applicant and the 
bank would benefit. 
In order to determine the amount of cash to be loaned, 
the bank ~ust do a better job of revietling the applicant's 
financial position. Thus, the bank must act as a financial 
counselor as well as a cash lender.. This would enable the 
bank to better serve the com~nunity and provide a profitable 
source of loans. 
BASIC PLAN OF INSTALMENT LENDING 
In order to establish a line of credit for an indivi-
dual, it is necessary to complete all the interview forms 
and assemble the investigation data for a credit decision. 
However simple or complicated the particular loan applica-
tion may be, the basic plan will remain the smne. 11.'he basic 
steps necessary in consumer instalment lending are given 
in the following outline: 
Preliminary Interview 
Greetings and introductions 
Discussion of purpose of loan 
Primary Interview 
Name, age and addresses 
Employment 
Income 
Other income 
Total debts 
Credit and character references 
Checking and savings accounts 
Plan of repayment 
Financial statement 
Credit Investigation 
Bank's files 
Loan experience 
Checking and savings accounts 
Credit agency reports 
Financial 
Character 
Direct reference contacts 
Review and Analysis of All Data 
Determination of Line of Credit 
Credit Decision 
The preliminary interview is used to set the indivi-
dual at ease and to determine whether the loan request is 
within the policy established by the bank. The purpose of 
the primary interview is to assemble all pertinent data on 
the application forms. The credit investigation follows 
the plan established in Chapter III$ After a review of the 
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data it is sometimes necessary to contact the applicant for 
further information or explanation of some of the investi-
gation information before a final credit decision can be 
~ade. This basic plan will be used for the case studies in 
the next chapter. 
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CHAPTEn V 
CASE STUDIES OF CONSUMER IHS'l'ALMEN1' LOANS 
The following case studies, usine fictitious names 
and addresses, have been taken fro~ actual records and should 
serve as a basis for reviewing the conslliuer instaLnent lend-
ing ~net hods in com.'Tlercial banks. The basic outline given 
in the previous chapter is used as a guide to describe the 
procedure followed in the approval or rejection of a loan 
application. 
CASE A - srmmY D. FOWLER 
Preliminari Interview. After the introductions and 
greetings, the interviewer directed the conversation toward 
the purpose of the loan. The applicant, I-1r. Sidney D. Fowler, 
stated that he wished to consolidate his existing bills in 
order to reduce his :nonthly payments. Since ldans of this 
type prove to be profitable because of their larger size 
and because they can help the individual in his financial 
affairs, the interviewer proceeded to take a written appli-
cation. 
Primary Interview. Tho credit application, co-maker 
slip and list of debts statement, as sho~m on the following 
pages, provide the facts as asse:nbled from this intervie\·T .. 
.. ,, 
_:.<..,·· 
1 
.... 
VIRGINIA 
Committee Approval: 
Type of 
Loan: 
'~. 
I hereby apply for a Loan of $ 2,SS&.U. for -tt.-i~ha 
Repayable: WA1' 
2 Acct. 
{-U@ $1Q6.SQ }~:'i~~>;,'nthly, @- $ Becinninir on 
$ 
Location r:t8 Pa"81'IOR l\te• 
In- whose n1n'ie · . · · • , 
Values 12,SOO 
is title? -11 ..0lat-a.r-----------------
Mortgage .· 
Held by:' ··'MWkap tnnetam\ Crcp. 
LIST ALL DEBTS 
(Name and Address) DESCRlllE DEBT 
---~·~~ ..---- _N_u_m_be_r_:_~liH~f-------
1 .\I) Date: I 1ty or town: 
I~ 
••• 
CO-MAKER'S STATEMENT FOR LOAN OF 
Previous ad 
Fowler 
~n~ Amount$ 2,S,58.J 11 No. _____ ,(Name-H/w o CM) 
OIJ• Name (First name in full) 
Wife's Nam Owene Fowler 
Purpose of ] Residence Address 
518 Patterson Ave. 
cm Name of Company you work for or busines• of your own 
I 
City or Town 
Richmond, 
Va. 
(part time) 
Colonial Building & Loan Assn. I 
How long 
there? 
2 yrs.-=--
Business Address: Position 
900 W. Broad st. Typist 
How long have How many persons State your relation to applicant 
you li\·ed in this do }'·ou S'Jpport? 
I 
--1==----1 
town? 
Wife 
If you own Real Estate give: 
Location'----------------------
i Amount of Held 
Value$ Mortgage$ . By 
References (Pref~rably ,firms from _whom you buy on credit): In Whose Name 
I hereby cer1 is Title? I 1balbSm_.. REFERENCES: (Preferably firms from whom you buy on credit) 
' 
' credit and 
.t:Iiller & Rhoads 1 
2 Mlller It: lhotLI• Colon:! House Furniture 2 
• Signature_ First & Merchants National Bank 3 ftm II *'9chm'I JlaU<mll ... 3 
Morqa19 Innatnuml emp. 4 4 Do you wiah to have borrower, without coat to you, protect you 
Coloa\7 JIOUM _, (by inaurance) asainat lou in caao of death? Yes s ., I j ACCOUNT No. FAC"E lJNPAID DEL. 
6 A No previou 11..lo.an. exd erience A<TOITNT No. FACE llNPAID DEL. - ~ 
-
A 1:S.J-?-8bhla 166.01 166.07 J-1,6-J'I Cr. Checkinp A -This Loan t A 
A -
I D In full c 
A -
-· 
c 
A 
D No cur -
H/ c 
c 
/\V __ 
Summary: 
:\1 
- Form 47 Rev. 11-53 c A 
-
I c A 
Total direct liability: Total indirect liability: ~1· I s as;11.11& $ 
Recap: . 
Recap: 
lo1P1'evlou 
Form 348 R•v. 11-55 
FIGURE 7 - LOAN APPLICATIOH OF SIDi,lEY D. FOWLER 
'f1I 
.. ~~~·( ~f2{~THE. BANK OF VIRGINIA ·'!'· 
I } Committee Approval: 
Type of 
Loan: I hereby apply for a Loan of$ 2,SS&.116 for__...._ilftha 
Repayable: WAf 
2 Acct. 
Number: 
{
-1)@ $1EJ6.SQ }Monthly, 
Semi-Monthly, 
~@ $~ •ft LL Becinninc on 
Name {Full namej: j Aii;e 
I ' I Na~mfl,iy~ for or business of your own: . 1 tSJ1ont. 
. I~~ 
~ . 6 ' 
YoUTSltlOF Cor.P• I Regular salary or wa~• 
Tr.at'fie Hanapr S Ja>O per -----
Other income (·Fr ._.._,urce ~How many , •' .~r-·-- persons do >·ou 
S ~ pet' !!••~pglCW1 Ba11 su_irrt? 
H yo~. ?wn or are ~uying r~al estate, gi't'e'!9 __.. - -- -...-
Location r:L8 Pa"•-- Nfe. In whose nGe · · ·" • Value$ 12,S'QO 
is title? lal:d 
Mortgage . 
Held by:' 'lert.p ... tJwaataln\ cmp. 
Where is your savings,Pccount? n.8' fedual 8a'tin19 
Where is your checking account? f:lia~~ft:" 
Automobile ~w~ed (Year and ma~ J'Glicl-Vl9'0l'18 
Amount of hfe insurance owned __ _,_19_.tl::"!-ta>11---- --------
If renti'!& month~r,,rtt<tl...1. u._. .-:2.oi · l!tf 
LIST ALL DEBTS 
(Name and Address) 
- I~~ 
I 
DESCll.IBE DEBT 
._ \\. _X I AP 
i<.esiaence aodress: 
Previous addres~: 
Wife's Name: 
Purpose of Loan: 
DATE 
INCURRED 
" .. 
I City or town: 
J~va. 
- td.te • 
PRESENT :M'.ONTHLY 
BALANCE 1 or. PAYMENTS 
I How Ions have you lived in this city? 3 ,. .. I 
AMOUNT 
PAST Dug 
-----------·--------1---------------1,------1-------1-------1------
: i 
References (Pref~rably firms from whom you buy on credit): 
l~~'lb~a~~bu1¥mM..,1Rt--.~~~~~,~~~~~~~~ 
2--iM-lll~le·~-•~&~lh-e-ade---~-~~--~~~-
• 3---1J.SH_...,m..,.....1i~H•latdl,...,H1mm'"'Hl11NaRtiif.lOJ1iii11119l1r--.1iD&U ... 1cr-----
4__.lfou....1"'8....,~&e___,l~IWIUltm~---~111-'~CoWJ>,_.,~•..__~~~~~~ 
s___,CO~~---~BouH~~~~-~~~'~~~~~-
6 
A 
~l------~~-1--~..:.-~--1-~----11-----
A 
c 
c 
c 
Total direct liability: Total inoirect liability: 
s 
_,,,,_.,._ 
Recap: ' 
1o.prev1ou 
form 348 Rrv. 11·55 
I hereby certify that the statements given herein are for the purposes o 
credit and are correct as of the date the Loan is made. 
Signature------------------------
Do not write in this space 
Cr. Checking Acct. of 
This Loan to be repaid: (Complete for all S. P. Loans) 
0 In full at maturity. 0 $, ___ at maturity; renew for ___ mos 
O No curtail at maturity; renew for 
H/ 
/W 
A 
l\ ]' 
Kecap: 
AccotJNT 1\o. 
I 
FACE 
I 
mos. 
UNPAID DEL. 
FIGURE 7 - LOAN APPLICATIOH OF SIDNEY D. FO\'lLER 
AUTOMOBILE (If offered as security); INSURANCE: 
Year 1923 Make.~l~C>ftl~~----Model Yiotor!a A. Is applicant the owner of car being financed?_·-----=-----
Serial No. 
Date purchased ________ Motor No. ________ _ 
:\ver. N . .\DA Purchase 
Loan \'al. S Price_$ ________ _ 
R. Names and ages of drivers, other 
than applicant (if none, so state) ________ -____ _ 
Down payment (if to purchase car) _____ $, _______ _ -------------------------------
Deferred balance or proceeds of loan S•-------- C. Monthly mileage: __________________ _ 
.Title to come from: first le Marcb.amts n. Has any Company cancelled a previous automobile imnirance policy? _____________ _ 
Do not write in this apace E. If so, give name of Company ______________ _ 
Total 
F.O.R. $, _______ Symbol, _____ !'rem. S'------- F. Date'-----------------------
. G. Outline automobile insurance claims, if any:. ________ _ 
Com prehensiv'e, _ ____.'--___, 
C II . . l S 50.00 Ded. 0 
'"'°" $100.00 D~d. f---
Fire'------1--1 
Theft-----f---1 
Combined coverage-+-- • 
Stated amount __ f---1 
II. Outline in detail an\· rl'rnrd of infractions 
of motor Vl'hicle. laws, or other laws: _________ _ 
lf'.\IOERWIHTER'S COMMENTS: 
Recommend insurance (our carrier)? 
Yes ___________ ~..Ni''-'------------
Remarks; ______________________ _ 
DESCRIPTION OF COLLATER:\L (except auto): C'ond.itl.mal alee 00ft1irao\ dated ,3-18-5'1 in the •CJaDt 
Of f166.07. baa. Col.on7 Boue l\Jrnlt.ve C:O. 
Qauaot.w nterenoe trca Mr. llld41, ~- eo.p., Aclsdrd.atl'atlve Ot.tlcw 
llWOGld Net.l•end Hr. ~- blgb).J' •cl .tMl. .,,,,.. bln1I 1IO'Ql4 be ~ .,. 
la pantt.ng \bia · 1oan.• 
CREDIT (do not write in this space); 
""' • Jlel'Oban\t • 1/lh/S'I 
Bal· 
MOl'tpp ~ • 1/S'J 
u, to da'9 • eat.U. 
!anent Loan Co. • P.10-56 
Bal 
8UOIJ 1• &91.00 
1920 • a.u .. Typ<' '!f 
819,100 121i.S1 -J.8,"66. TO • 
8200 IO O 112•8' 
116.83 . Prarlp' 
" 
. 
Firm 
I > 
l>:\TE OF CREl>IT l{EJ'ORT 
. . 
:\ccount H. Cr. Owes Tl'rms Open eel 
. 
' 
·- ... .J ........ -•Is 
-
. 
1~--0"!- .. "Ji"' ~ 
I ft ·"-
-•- -1~--1-........... ,.. .. -. ,_ .. 
' 
.. 
I 
J. 
~ 
Rl·marks 
-,, .... _·"·- .... ;::'!·;_ ;,~ ~~,l~":·,.,.~ . ;'-~ .. ;~~',\"~.·:~~·~ ..~···.· .~.--.-...... ......;.--r ... ~-.. • .. .-:' :~ .,,_~.... . ~,.·/!' ,I ' '"".<r. ~. ,_,,,. - ..,-~· ~·· •(I. ~- ~ .. .,.. .... -. 1 \.& · :·'.".° • • i-· <--·-- "-._._,.,, __ ,~ 
-·~--~~=~-~~~~~·,_·-~~·~~~=:-:~~·~~·~~~~~~~~~~......:__;~__;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~"""'."'':"."'"_--_._·~~~~""'"".'~~~~~-:'."'.'~~~ ~ 
~~ ~~:::::..~ .. ,;·. ~~-~-~-·-· -~ :...;· c'-.. """"'--:::._;_._:·~·::._·:,.~:,;~_ -""'- .. ...... .... _,,~._.. .~:..,. 
··- ---- . - _ _,_ -·. 
. ...... ._ ... "' .. -.. . , .. _ --·· ,._, ~ "· . 
FIGURE 7 - LOAN APPLICATIOH OF SIDriEY D. FOViLER 
-
i 
~ 
--~•-p_ru. __ ._15,..__ ____ 19_n__ 
For the purpose of obtaining credit at The Bank of Virginia, I hereby certify that the following list 
is a true and complete statement of my entire outstanding indebtedness: 
BALANCE MONTHLY 
NAME OF CREDITOR 
DUE PAYMENT WHAT FOR 
ftr,t • Hercban,1 Rational. Ba:n1c _2_20 00 _2_2 00 Auto Loan 
BanJc of Viro4"4.a 166 01 1a2 S6 1111__&8 
Corle:r r.o~ 60 ll lO 00 O>rne\ 
Seara Roebuck Co. (!!.rea1 82 148 _2_ 00 Una 
Seara Roebuck co. (Reg. chg.) 31 !09 10 00 'Reg •. chg. 
Baatern Loan Cbrp. 149 83 12 87 Loan 
Little OU Co. 127 BS 3S 00 OU 
Miller & Rhoads hO JQQ_ 20 00 Re_g_. chg. 
!halhimer§ 82 00 3~ 00 Reg. chg. 
La Voau• 10 ~ 10 00 Re~· chg. 
Below & Hicks Plumbing co. 6S ~ 30 00 Pl:mabing 
-
~.338 ~ 306 43 
~ l"ftll _.. ... _ ... ton aach .. .U. to '. 
!Ul'chaH 0'478181' Corp. ltodc 
,. 56 00 
/ I 
. (SIGNED)· __ Si_dn_q_.:___.D_._l_Olfla ________ _ 
Witness 8, B, Mord.1 
FORM 4 REV. 8-47 
FIGURE $ - STATEMENT OF INDEBTEDNESS OF SIDNEY D. FO\VLER 
-
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The circumstances of Mr. Fowler, age 37, married, with two 
children, indicate a settled family man. He has been with 
Chrysler Corporation for six years as traffic manager. His 
wife works part time at Colonial Building & Loan Association. 
His gross yearly income is $7200 and 1'-lrs. Fowler grosses 
~~i300 yearly. Hr. Fowler stated that he also receives $113 
per month tax free from a government pension. Their income 
is above average. 
The total list of debts, as shown on page 4 7, shows 
indebtedness of ~2,3JS.09 with monthly payments of $306.43·~ 
A financial statement was completed at this time since the 
loan application was for a substantial amount. This is shown 
on page 49. 
Mr. Fowler wished to amortize this loan over a two 
year period. His savings account was held by Colonial Build-
ing & Loan Association and his checking account was located 
at First and Merchants National Bank. .Mr. Fowler was asked 
to call the following day in order to learn the bank's de-
cision. 
Credit Investigation - Bank's Files. Mr. Fowler has 
an existing loan with the bank of $766.00 which is new. 
This loan is for the purchase of furniture and was handled 
by the bank under a standing arrangement to purchase all 
contracts offered by the furniture company, if satisfactory. 
Please do not leave any 
questions unanswered. 
.• 
... 
. ' .... . 
' •, • t t ........ J. l ..... 'OJ 
FINANCIAL STATEMENT 
PERSONAL 
To T H E B A N K 0 F V I R G I N I A 
Con6d .. tial 
Namc;..e _ __.st...,...dn_ey~Di.a.J•-.-ro ...... Kl ... •-...--------Address SJ.8 Pajkraon AY.L..t---Mcbmnnd1 V••' 
For the purpose of procuring and maintaining credit from time to time in a_ny form whatsover with the above named Bank, for claims 
and demands against the undersigned, the undersigned submits the following as being a true and accurate statement of its financial con· 
dition on the following date, and agree that if any change occurs that materially reduces the means or ability of the undersigned to pay 
all claims or demands against it, the undersigned will immediately and without delay notify the said Bank, and unless the Bank is so noti• 
fied it may continue to rely upon the statement herein given as a true and accurate statement of the financial condition of the unrler-
signed as of the close of business. · . 
(Month) ____ ..,..April.,.....,=---------- __ (Day) ___ l.2 _ _.___ _____ 19-51 
ASSETS LIABILITIES 
11------------------------------11-----·1---~1~ ~--~--~----~~----------~-1r-----1~~ 
Cash on hand and i_n_B_a_n_k_s __________ -20Q.._ ___QQ_ _N_o_te_s~p_a~y_ab_l_e_t_o_B_a_n_k_s ________ 11 _ 
U. S. Gov. Securities-see schedule ___ 
1
_ Secured __ -1._ -686._l_QJ_ 
Listed Securities-see schedule --1- -218-l_QQ_ ____ U_n_s_ec_u_r_cd ________________ -·--- __ 
Unlisted Securities-see schedule Notes payable to relatives 
------1- -----------------11---·-- -------
Accounts and Notes Receivable Notes payable to others -6Sa-~ 
Due from relatives and friends "' Accounts and bills due lt-----------------11---- ---1---11----------------11----·1---1~ 
Accounts and Notes Receivable Accrued taxes and interest 11------------------ ------1-Due from others-good Other unpaid taxes 11------------------11----r---1---,1------''-------------- ------1~ 
Accounts and Notes Receivable Mortgages payable on Real 
Doubtful ---i---tl·----E_st_a_te __ se_e_s_c_h_ed_u_l_e _____ 11-l.8. --5C0-l_QQ_ 
Real Estate owned-see schedule --ft:. --SbO-l-00- . Chattel Mortgages and other 
Real Estate _Mortga~ __ e_s_o_w_n_e_d_____ Liens payable _______ ----t----il 
Automobiles ___ _25Q_ @ _O_th_c_r_d_c_b_ts __ it_e_m_iz_e _________ ,_ 
--· .. ·-----1~ 
Personal prop0 _e_r_tY.'-------'·----H---- ____ 1 ___ 11 __ .. _"------------------ - · ·- ------
__ O_t_h_er_a_ss_et_s_-_1_.te_m_iz_e __ . ~.,·. ____ ··· ---H----'-- ____ 
1 
___ 
11 
_______ ._. __________ " _ _ ..:_ ' -- ·-·-· ... _ --
11------'----------'-----11•------1- ·------------------------ ------1-
~11-----------------11--------1- -----------------TOTAL LIABILITIES 11------------------11~-----1- -~-------------~ NET WORTH 
TOT AL ASSETS ~l. RAA M TOTAL LIAB. fS NET WORTH 
SOURCE OF INCOME PERSONAL .INFORMATION 
Salary l&Olltbl 'T $ 6o0.00 Business or occupation 
11 
__ B_o_n_u_s _a_n_d_c_o_m_m_1_'ss_i_on_s _______ -'$ ________ 
1
_ ChrJlQ.a Qn-p.1 TratfJ.O Manager 
Dividends $ Partner or officer in any other venture " 
Real Estate income ' · · $ lo . 
Other income-itemizeQoytt pensio\.' · $ · 113.00 Married Children 2 
108.33 •t•• • Ml 81!7'. . • Single Dependents 
TOTAL . $ 
CONTINGENT LIABILITIES GENERAL INFORMATION 
As endorser or comaker $ None Are any assets pledged? Yea ... auto 
On leases or contracts 
Legal claims 
Provision for Federal Income 
Taxes 
Other special debt 
F'DRM 7:1 REV. ll•49 
$ • Are you defendant in any suits or $ • legal actions? No 
Personal bank accounts carried at 
$ • First and Merchants $ 
" 
Have you ever taken bankruptcy? Explain: 
(SCHEDULES ON. REVERSE SIDE} 
FIGURE 9 - FINANCIAL ST.ATE~vf~NT OF SIDN:SY D. FOWLER 
No 
Age 
YI 
. 
SCHEDULE OF U. S. GOVERNMENTS, STOCKS AND BONDS OWNED.· . 
Description In name of Market value 
Jttma 
·. 
,. 
' 
. 
SCHEDULE OF MORTGAGES OWNED 
, .Description of_ Date of In name of Maturity Amount 
··property covered acquisition 
•me .. 
: 
.. 
I 
-
I 
'· I 
- ' 
SCHEDULE OF REAL ESTATE OWNED 
Description of property Date of _Title in .. Market 
' 
Mortgage 
.. Cost . ' and improvements acquisition name of +" value . " ;, Amount Maturity 
$18 P.att.erson Avam• tr.an* 12SS Jo1nf. 122,500 m.~ .. 81.8.SOO 
Amount 
. 
'1$.000 
, '. 
SCHEDULE OF LIFE INSURANCE CARRIED 
. Name of_ cpmpany Beneficiary 
Cash surrender 
Loans 
- . {"· value 
.· ·;dtnpmv t:mom poliq Wit• lone 
--- . 
GIVE NAMES OF BANKS OR FINANCE COMPANIES WHERE CREDIT HAS BEEN OBTAINED 
Name 
!int I Jlarcbanta latianal. Bank 
The BMtlt of Virgirda 
High credit Basis 
0 11100.00 car J 
700.00 
• THE UNDERSIGNED CERTIFIES THAT BOTH SIDES HEREOF AND THE INFORMATION 
INSERTED THEREIN HAS BEEN CAREFULLY READ AND .IS TRUE AND CORRECT •. 
____ a-...,..1_s--=·-sz ______ 19 __ 
Date signed 
Is/ S1dmrT D. Fowl.er 
Signature 
; . 
The loan· papers were signed by I'Ir. Fowler at the furniture 
company office. This balance was correctly listed by Nr. 
Fowler on his list of debts statement. No previous loan 
experience was found in the credit file. 
Credit Investirration - Credit Agency Reports. The 
4 
Retail Credit Company report on page 51 shows the results 
50 
of their special investigation. The informants on this re-
port indicated they have kno\'ffi the applicant one to two years. 
The character background appears good from this report. 
The repor~ also indicates a favorable financial condition. 
The Retail Merchants report on page 52 gives a good 
report and paying record with no derogatory information. 
These reports can be brought up to date at the request of 
the inquiring bank. References as given by the applicant 
must be given to the credit bureau and they in turn will 
contact them for the latest report. 
Credit Investigation - Direct Reference Contacts. 
Direct calls were made. to First and I>'lerchants National Bank, 
Mortgage Investment Corporation and Eastern Loan Company. 
The replies were all satisfactory and are found ~Tritten on 
the reverse side of the application form (page 46). 
A direct call to Mr. Didds of the Chrysler Corpora-
tion was made to establish a character reference. This re-
ply was satisfactory and recorded on the application. 
•' i -f· .t.s .i.;~ ..... ~""··'";<- . 
_.,~.:.:_ .. -~· RETAIL .. CREDIT COMPANY· 
CHARACTE~, .-.FINANCIAL .REPORT 
CONFIDENTIAL 
•• f ••• OFFICE 
. 
Acct. No. 25649 
.. , .. Dist...Agcy., File or Pol.-1:1, Br~ CL /:1 
Mr Fr'"el <md REPOR'li' Ri • _, 1 , • ~ lTa_ FROM·······-·· C..!llil.Ol.~. J Y.. . ----------·--·---(lf not city in heading) (State whether former addr., etc.) 8-2~51- 22· :.. . 
••• ,. $ID!~~Y--D. ~--­
RicL.n"ond, Va. , SL 8 
Traffic ~~r a I Motor !l'ransactfon: 
Amount$ 
Mo. Notes$ 
ns __ .,.. 
ns 
IDENTITY: 1. How long known to you and Informants? 1. You Informants lyr 2yrs 
BUSINESS: 
811'4.BILllllY: 
FINANCES: 
CHARACTER-
HOME SURROUNDINGS: 
2. How long has applicant resided at present residence address? 
3. About what Is his age? (If around 21 verify If possible.) 
4. Is he married? Number of dependents including wife? 
5. Show racial descent. 
6. Show name ot present employer. 
7. In what line of business Is applicant engaged? 
8. What pos1t1on does he hold? 
9. How long with present employer? 
10. Is he employed FULL TIME? (It not, show how many days . 
per week he works, etc.) 
11. Are prospects for continued permanent employment good? 
12. Is he steady, progressive and does he live within his Income? 
13. Estimate applicant's net worth. 
14. Of what does worth consist principally? 
15. Does he own or rent his home? 
16. What Is applicant's ANNUAL EARNED Income? 
17. Estimate added ANNUAL Income from pensions. rents, Invest· 
ments, disabl!1ty, etc. Show source. 
18. If wife employed1 by whom? Her ANNUAL Income. 
19. Do you learn of any foreclosures, suits, judgments, failures, 
garnishments, bankruptcies against him? (It so, which, give 
details.) 
20. Are home surroundings favorable? (If not, explain.) 
21. In what type neighborhood does applicant live? (Show middle 
class, wealthy, low industrial, etc.) 
22. Any criticism of honesty, fair dealings, character or reputa-
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
i7. 
i8. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
tion? (If any, cover fully.) 
23. Do you learn of any criticism due to 1llegal activities, domes- 23. 
$ 
$ 
2yrs 
30's 
married 
Number of 
Dependents? 
••aMotor Co 
Trai'fie. manager 
same 
since kno'Wft 
full time 
"'Yes 
estimated 8M 
puivate property, 
buying 
estimated 7M 
none 
?b 
Yes 
source 
$ 
UR~~~ m!A~+~ ~l~~a, 
N"o 
No tic trouble, morals or habits? (If so, cover below.) 
24. Do you recommend doing business with appllcant? 24. ~.., 
3 
savings 
REMARKS: 25. BUSINESS: cover former and present business connections, success and general business reputation; prospects for future and general 
stab111ty. ·1 
26. FINANCES: Comment on present and past financial standing, record for living within means, any 1llness or physical impairments that might affect 
his earning capacity. 
27. CHARACTER-HOME SURROUNDINGS: Comment on character, habits, and morals, home surroundings and class o! associates. Give type of neighborhood, 
Btab111ty and class of residents In the section. 
BUSINESS: Since known Sidney-has beenEmployed b~Motor co. 
in ••••~Va. He has good business and personal standing. Prospects for 
the future are good. He is stable as known. 
FINANCES: He has good present financial standing. 
means and keeps bills paid. We learn of no illness 
impairmentt that might affe~t earning capacity. 
. 
He lives within his 
or physical 
CHARACTER HOME SURID UNDINGS: He has good character, habits and morals, 
and home surroundings are good. His associates are of high type. He lives 
in upper middle class a-s residential home. owners section, in the county, 
and this is stable residential section. 
jrhJ+c 
RETAIL CREDIT COMPANY Signature of person making report. _____ _ 
l''orm 1630-10-52 PRINTED IN u. e. A. 
.. L 
FIGURE 10 -· RETAIL CREDIT COMP.A.NY REPORT ON SIDNEY D. FOWLER 
,----~ 
FORM 12 
G§NFIDENTIAL REPORT 
C B I Richmond, REDIT UREAU o Virginia, Inc. 
CENTRAi. NATIONAi. BANK BUil.DiNG 
RICHMOND 19, VA. 
This report is furnished to you in strict confidence in response to 
your inquiry and is for your own exclusive use and benefit as an aid 
in extending credit or the value or condition of an existing credit, and 
is not to be revealed to the subjects reported on or anyone else. The 
information is not our opinion, but bas been obtained by us in good 
faith from sources deemed reliable, and we do not vouch for its ac· 
curacy, neither the Credit Bureau of Richmond, Va., Inc., nor any 
of its representatives •,hall be responsible for the violation of any of 
these conditions and by your acceptance of this report you specifically 
agree to tbe same, waiving all claims for any loss which may occur to 
the member through this report. 
. ·•,'\:\:-;_ :::.. 15M 4.57 
Report for ............. ~.'!!:! .. ~~-~:~.·~----······~--~J 
8/2B/57 . . 163 .. 
Date ...................... Reporter ..................•.•. Typed by •...............•...... 
IDENTITY 
-smmrD. Name .........................................................••...............••..•....•...••.......... 
5189 p M. Address ................................................................................................ . 
For. Add.. ..................•........•.................•...........•......•••.................••.•.•... 
Occupation ..... --~! ... ~.! ............................................. . 
FROM I ACCT. I OPENED HIGHEST CREDIT OWING NOW FOR MONTHS OF LAST I LAST I SOLD PAID PAYMENTS 
Dept. 3/~ 141. &>. ; .. 7/57 1/51 8/,1 &> 4a.Ya to .. m:>a. 
Dept. a/;4 153· 20. 8/51 8/57 $4.to $8s.ev.30/90 Clays 
bic 11/~. ·U9"· .. 00 4/'Jl abea4 .... $10.a mo. 
.. . , .. 
''~ ................ 
Bonk emat, cheCldng acct;. 
-, 
FIGURE 11 RETAIL MERCHANTS CREDIT REPORT OIJ SIDNEY D. FOWLER \J'I l\) 
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Review and Analysis of ~· According to the results 
of the investigation, the character of this applicant is 
excellent. This is th~ type of account which would be con-
sidered desirable by any lending agency. r.rhe applicant's 
e;:iployment is stable and prospects appear good. 
Total income of Mr. and J:1rs. Fowler is $$558 annually. 
After budgeting the r:iortgage payment of $124. 57 monthly and 
reasonable living expenses, sufficient funds appear avail-
able for a consolidated loan0 Hr. Fowler has been paying 
tJ06 .. 43 per month on debts and has had a satisfactory pay-
ing record. The debts are reasonable in nature. He has a 
five year old car. The credit investigation wa.s satisfac-
tory with no derogatory inforr:iation. 
Determination of Line of Credit. As stated previous-
ly, the concept of developing a line of credit for indivi-
duals is new in com.11ercial banking. In the case study of 
I-!r .. Fowler, the tYTiter would suggest the following financial 
analysis in arriving at a line of credit. This presupposes 
a satisfactory character and credit background. 
Monthly salary 
Honthly pension 
Total monthly income 
excluding wife's income 
Less: 
Withholding and Social Security 
taxes 
Food estimate for fa11ily of four 
Mortgage, taxes and home repairs 
House operation (fuelf light, 
gas, telephone, etc.J 
Transportation 
Stock deduction from pay roll 
BALANCE 
$ 94.00 
121.00 
190.00 
60.00 
40.00 
56.00 
,'~6 
'it' oo.oo 
llJ.00 
$713.00 
561.00 
$152.00 
A further reduction of the $152.00 to take care of 
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advancement, recreation, church, charity, dues, and personal 
allowances would give an estimated balance available for 
debt retirement of $120.00. Projecting this su.11 over a 
thirty month period, the author arrives at a line of credit 
for Mr. Fowler of $J6oo.oo. 
Credit Decision. This actual loan was approved in 
the amount of $2200.00 for a two year period with Mrs. Fowl-
er's endorsement. A checking deposit account was requested 
as a condition to the loan. 
CASE B - JAHES C. WALKER, JR. 
Preliminarz Interview. After introductions, Hr. 
Walker stated he wished to borrow $350.00 to pay doctors' 
bills and pu:;:--chase a washing machine at wholesale cost. 
This was a reasonable and customary type of instal~ent loan 
request. 
Primarx: Interview. The credit application as shown 
on page 56, wa.s completed. Hr. Walker, age 31, married 
with four children, has been employed only five months on 
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his present job. While this is a short period, he had held 
his previous job five and one-half years. His total inco~e 
is derived solely from his er:iployment and is listed as ~,90 .oo 
t-;eekly. 
His total indebtedness is $2145.00, principally cover-
ing his car, freezer and fencing. These three accounts re-
quire monthly payments totaling $78.46. His mortgage pay-
ments are $70.00 monthly. 
I<Ir. Walker wished to borrow this $3 50. 00 for a twelve 
to eighteen month period. 
Credit Investir;ation - Bank's Files. 'I'he existing 
loan with the bank l'filS a dealer home improvement loan and 
is being paid satisfactorily. Mr. Walker has had four pre-
vious loans, the highest credit being ~425.00. His check-
ing account carries a small balance with no unsatisfactory 
transactions. 
Credit Investigation - Credit Agency Reports. The 
report on page 57 from the Retail Herchants Association 
gives a satisfactory report on all of the accounts. 
··~··" .,~..... ••. · . ..a,.,,, .. ::--~-· • ""' ~ . .·,;j1--.,'"• 
.!· ... HE .B 1''NK OF VI 0 ,GINI.A'·· • 4 ....... , .... .,:_, . ~·· io.,. ~-------------------------------------------·-·~·----------------,.....------...-----..---...---~--...---------··-·-··~·~-'-·...;.....;'. 1 Committee Approval: 
I hereby apply for a Loan of $ 350 eOO 
Repayable: 
12 ... for ____ Month• 
-- Semi-Monthly, { 
@ $ }Monthly, 
@. $.____ Becinninc on, _________ \ 
2 
I 
\\' I AD 
Type of 
Loan: 
Acct. I Number: 
Date: 
i Aie Residence iifcrress: 1 ·City or town: 
Jam.es 0• Walker, Jr. . 1· 31 1]02 Timons St. RichmonJ 1 Jra. 
'Name {Full name): 
Name of Company you work for or business of your own: I How lone Business.address: I City or town: 
Johnson and Shawn, Ine. Sh;~s. SlP Ban1c st. Richmond, ya. 
Your position I Regular salary or wages -P~r'--e---v"io-u-=s'"'"e""m=p""lo-y=m-'e...::n:...t-: ----------_.=;.====---'-=""-
Foreman $-2.Q __ ?er _wk_ Jones Bros. St yrs. 
peroons do you Other income I From what source? I How many Previous addres~: 
s 0 per suport? 
If you own or are buying real estate, give: 
Location 1302 Timmons Ste Value $_12,000 
1!1 w.hose name Jo"-t 
IS title? --·----.lo"------------------
Mortgage 
Held by: Coloni.nl Group 
Where is your savings account? gt 0 
Where is your checking account? Bank{; :virtrl.nia $7 bal 
Automobi\f owned (Year and make) 2 llOVi10Ieti 
Amount of life insurance owned ___ --:c-:--.---,.....,.,.---r----
Ir renti~. monthfr. rental S ~ ........ - ..l1Q ~.fm. 
LIST ALL DEBTS 
(~ame and Address) DES<.·a11m DEBT 
Name and Address of Nearest Relative: 
Wife's Name: Mildred 
Purpose of Loan: 
$35'0 •Pay doctors and bey new 
washer w~olesalo 
DATE 
INCURRED 
PRESENT 
BALANCE 
MONTHLY 
PAYMENTS 
I 
How lon1 have 
)'OU lived in thia 
city? 
AMOUNT 
PAST Dua 
-
_G_M_.AJ=O~--------i~S~)_C_h_mr_ole_t ____ 1 ____ 1s.--'l000=-'-' __ ,s_ 4b. 9l '----
Doctors 130 
Sears & Roebuck 125 
'fhalhimers l:IJ 
Bank of Virginia • fence J Fene• 230 
_c_ent?tal.NAtional Bank i ·i);teezer i too 2h.os 
References (Preferably firmi; from whom you buy on credit): 
1,_~S_ee list ot debts above 
2 __________________________ _ 
3, __________________________ _ 
4. ________________________ _ 
5 _ ... 
6 
AccotrNT No. FACE UNPAID DEL. 
____ __,:_ _____ 1--..;;....;.;.~--1----'~--1---~--
A ll•o...6-9877 229.86 
A 
A 
c 
c 
c 
Total direct liability: Total indirect liability: 
$ $ 
Recap: 4 OK l Reject High credit $425 
Form 348 RrY. 11-55 
Total f2;i45 
I hereby certify .,that the statements given herein are for the purposes o 
credit and are correct as of the date the Loan is made. 
.. , 
Signature!------------------------
00 not write in this space 
Cr. Checking Acct. of 
This Loan to be repaid: (Complete for all S. P. Loans} 
D In full at maturity. D 5, ___ at maturity; renew for ___ mos 
D No curtail at maturity; renew 'for mos. 
H/ 
/\V 
ACCOUNT l\io. FACE UNPAID DEL. 
___ _:_;.;;.;:.~_:_;.:.::.:_ __ l __ _:.=c:; ___ l __ .=_--""----1--~~-
A 
j\ 
~\·--11--i--l-'-----
Recap: 
FIGURE 12 - LOAN APPLICATION OF JAI:IES C. \'JALKER, JR. 
-
. \"' 
AUTOMOBILE (If offered as security): 
Year Make ModeL 
Serial No. 
Date purchased Motor No. 
.\ver. NAD.\ Purchase 
Loan \"al.$ Price____$. 
Down payment (if to purchase car) $ 
Deferred balance or proceeds of loan $ 
Title to come from: 
Do not write in this apace 
Total 
F.0.B. $ Symbcil Prem. S 
Comprehensive 
Collision I S 50.00 Ded. ~00.00 Drd. 1---
Fire 
Theft 
Combined coverage_ t--
Stated amount 
UNDERWRITER'S COMMENTS: 
Recommend insurance (our carrier)? 
Yes _Nu 
---
-
Remarks: 
DESCRIPTION OF COLL:\TER:\L (except auto): 
... ~ 
CREDIT (do not write in this space): 
-~ •.. /~~. _,_ .. :~ ··~·· ...,.,;-..,1':'.,..ro .. ·-'' __ .. 
~-#' /!'f'"U"; 
... 
' ' ,.l_l,o...;. 
~"'Jo"' ; .. 
INSURANCE: 
A. Is applicant the owner of car being tinanced? 
B. Na mes an<l ages of drivers, other 
than applicant (if none, so state) 
--
c. Monthly mileage 
n. Has any Company cancelled a previous 
automobile insurance policy? 
E. If so, give name of Company 
F. Dat• 
G. Outline automobile insurance claims, if any: 
IL Outlin~ in detail any rcrnrd of infractions 
of motor vehicle laws, or other laws: 
. 
. 
l>:\TE OF CREIJIT REPORT-------
Typt· of Firm 
.. , 
Account 
01)e1wd H. Cr. Owes Terms . Remarks 
,..· . 
FIGURE 12 - LOAN APPLICATION OF JA1-IES C. WALKER, JH. \J1 Q"\ 
-~1 ... .,•.r '··~ 
.,_ F :>RM 12 
I ~·~,~~:, ~ ;::: .. -¥,. ·~. ' 
·~' ·:C.ONFIDENTIAL .REPORT 
., ' .. "< .• ··""'"'--~ ""~·~. ' . • . _.._. ~"" ..; 
C B I Richmond, REDIT UREAU o Virginia, Inc. 
CENTRAL NATIONAL BANK BUILDING 
RICHMOND 19. VA. 
This report is furnished to you in strict confidence in response to 
your inquiry and is for your own exclusive use and benefit as an aid 
in extending credit or the value or condition of an existing credit, and 
is not to be revealed to the subjects reported on or anyone else. The 
information is not our opinion, but has been obtained by us in good 
faith from sources deemed reliable, and we do not vouch for its ac· 
curacy, neither the Credit Bureau of Richmond, Va., Inc., nor any 
of its representatives shall be responsible for the violation of any of 
these conditions and by your acceptance of this report you specifically 
agree to the same, waiving all claims for any loss which may occur to 
the member through this report. 
15M 4.57 
BAtlK or vmGtBIA . ..-·;.:y;.•,_;•lll IB!EIJ\Hll" 
Rep~rt for .................. :.; ......... ···--······'··-~----··.;.···-·:·,-::~:;~:~...;...,,:~.,;; . .., . ~''}:: 
8/28/57 163 Date ......•............... Reporter ................••.. - Typed by ...................... . 
IDENTITY 
Name ................. II lt ... lf.1 ... ~~~--~.! ..................................... . 
--···--·····----·--·-·····-····~---·--··---···-···-------····-·--·--··-···-·----------·--·-· 
Address ................. ~~---~! .........................................  
.. .. . 
For. Add .............................................................................................. . 
........................................................................................................................................................................................... 
Occupation ........... ..... 
FROM ACCT. I . HIGHEST OWING FOR MONTHS LAST LAST PAYMENTS OPENED CREDIT NOW OF SOLD PAID 
JJr,f. 12/;r; 34.95 00 6/56 asa&r•• $;. a mo. 
~. et. 81. 76• 8/57 8/57 $;.to $10. w. 'YJ/'¥) ~ (limit t<iO. • tm'mO ~5.a mo.). 
rua. 'Ja/53 300. 00 8/SS • Bbl $l)R4, ok 
Dank 3/52 '!111• 00 4/53 l.8x $17 .10, good 
J'in. 4/~ Z{2. 00 4/c;4 153 $22. 
Ban'k 4/;4 337.32 00 4/55 iax $28.u, So04 
w. Clo. u/;a 19.95 00 'J2./';4 2/;; oat. $10.a m. 
JlrJ. 12/48 100. 00 1/49 'JfjJ satiG. 
ru:rn. JJ)/119 ~. 00 10/49 a/;o $13.50 a m. alt 
Bank Ja/53 1J25. 00 3/;5 15: $28., good 
l'u'rn. G/5; i7G.71 00 7/57 $8.a mo. fair. 
FIGUHE 13 - HETAIL r-IERCHANTS CREDIT HEPORT on JAHES \·JALKEit 1 JH. 
Analysis 2..f. Data. The total debt of l<Ir. Ualkcr ap-
pears high in relation to hiz inco2e and fa~ily status. 
Little or no equity is indicated in the home he is buying. 
Paylilents on regular instaloents a:iount to :~7$. 46 per aonth 
plus .~70 on the mortgage.. Payments on the open accounts 
are not shmm. 
Credit Decision. This loan was rejected with the 
recorrm1endation that _:,1r. Walker reduce his obligations before 
making additional purchases. 
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CHAPTEH. VI 
ORGANIZIHG AN INSTALHENT LOAH DEPAR'EIENT 
PH.INCIPLES OF ORGANIZATIO:\r 
Definition. Webster defines organization as any vi-
tally or systematically organic whole, or the executive struc-
ture of a business. Ralph Davis states that an organization 
may be defined as any group of individuals, large or small, 
that is cooperating under the direction of executive leader-
ship in the accomplish~ent of certain com:non objectives.l 
We can then say that the organization of an instaL"'rlent loan 
department is that group cooperating under the guidance of 
the board of directors to acco~plish certain objectives. 
The Organizing Process. Prior to the actual execu-
tion of the business plan, certain antecedent factors and 
conditions must be present. These basic factors of perfo~n­
ance and conditions must first be studied to see that they 
conform to the business plan desired. The organizing pro-
cess is the method of performing the work of organizing.2 
To provide an effective economical performance, such values 
ment. 
lRalph Currier Davis, The Fundamentals of 'l'op ManaGe-
( Uev'I York: Harper and Brothers, l95l}. P• 327. 
2rbid., P• 324. 
as the best working conditions, coordination and cooperation 
of personnel, operative procedures, executive leadership 
and other values d1ust be predetermined in the organizing 
process. 
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Functional Analysis. To properly plan organization 
structure, knowledge about the factors and functions involved 
in the particular plan must be related to the objectives. 
Functional analysis is the process of gathering information 
concerning the work of organizing. It ohould provide a basis 
for the grouping of functions and their relationship for an 
economical, coordinated performance of the business plan. 
The principal methods of functional analysis are the organi-
zational analysis and the procedural analysis. Under an 
organizational analysis, general work assignments are ascer-
tained and time studies made. This deals primarily with 
personnel requ~rements. Under a procedural analysis, pro-
cesses of general requirements are investigated along with 
time and motion studies. This deals with the physical fac-
tors.3 After ascertaining the personnel and physical fac-
tors needed, it is possible to begin the organization struc-
ture. 
THE LIIJE ORGANIZA'l'ION 
Definition. The line organization is the hierarchy 
of executive and operative personnel which extends from the 
executive head of the entire organization to groups of pri-
mary operatives. The primary operatives in most organiza-
tions perform services or create values that the customers 
desire.1-r 
Objectives. Organizing cannot be done intelligently 
without knowledge of the objectives of the mission. An ob-
jective may be any value or values that may be needed or 
desired by individuals or groups provided the latter are 
willing to make sor.a.e sacrifice or effort to obtain them.5 
The basis for organization structure is the objective. The 
primary f orrn of organization structure is the line structure 
as discussed thus far in this chapter. The secondary form 
is the staff organization structure. The staff function 
deals with the division and specialization of managerial 
labor. 
Characteristics of a Prin-iar:y ~ Organization. 'I'he 
line organization is the result of groi'fth in the business 
functions with the creation of successive organizational 
4Tu!.£. I P• 325. 
5rbid., p .. 90. 
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service levels. The direction of gro~rth is downward. Pri-
mary service values are created or distributed by a line. 
organization. Line growth spreads the load of managerial 
work but does little for managerial specialization. Thus, 
without some staff structure the line organization results 
in line controls that are centralized too highly.6 
ANTECEDENT FACTORS 
IN ORGANIZING AN IHSTALMENT LOAN DEPARTMENT 
Recognition of Instalment Credit Growth. Instalment 
lending has established a definite place in the American 
economy. Because of the proven experience of early finance 
companies and Morris Plan banks, more and more com.11ercial 
banks have entered the field. With rising costs, the high 
income instalment loans have taken their place in the loan 
portfolio. 
Establishing ~ Need. A careful appraisal of several 
factors is necessary before a decision is made on whether 
to organize an instalment loan department. It is necessary 
to determine if a need exists for such service, the poten-
tial volu.~e of such loans and whether the personnel to man-
age the department is available. 
6rbid., P• 363. 
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Some banks have discovered that while their ovm cus-
tomers have little occasion to use an instalment loan depart-
ment, there exists in the co:mnunity a real demand for an 
instaL~ent lending agency. If the bank has a large nu.~ber 
of individual customers, an instalment loan department lvill 
generally prove useful to the customers and increase the 
bank's income. Many commercial banks use the instaL"llent 
lending plan for individual loans without fonnally setting 
up a department. 
Determining Volu.'TI.e. Since the operating expense of 
an instaL"l1ent loan department is greater than the commercial 
lending department, a bank must be assured of a potential 
volume sufficient to cover such expense. Greater credit 
risks are assumed in instaL'nent credit than in the average 
extension of short term credit to commercial accounts and 
provision must be made for reasonable bad debt losses. 
Therefore, sufficient voltune must be assured to di versify 
the risk. 
FUNCTIOUAL ANALYSIS 
Personnel Requirements and Availability. After de-
termining the antecedent factors, an analysis of personnel 
needs is necessary. If the department is to operate success-
fully, trained and competent personnel are necessary. Be-
cause of the \-ride difference between commercial lending and 
instaL~ent lending and because the average loan officer 
trained in handling commercial loans tends to be overcau-
tious in making small loans, many banks have obtained their 
personnel for an instalment loan department from outside 
sources. 
Unless a com:nercial bank is positive there is a need 
for a small loan department, that a satisfactory volume is 
possible, and that trained personnel is available, it is 
unwise to organize an instaL~ent loan department. 
Procedures and Methods. A careful appraisal of the 
instaL~ent lending process and the most economical method 
of handling loans should be determined. A study of various 
cor:unercial banks already engaged in instalment lending pro-
vides a basis for establishing a department. The making 
and handling of instaL~ent loans is altogether different 
fro~ the average commercial loan. InstaL~ent loans ar~ 
based largely on the honesty and on the earning power of 
the borrower, and in many instances the security of pledged 
collateral is only a secondary consideration. Chapters III 
and IV have discussed the methods of acquiring credit infor-
mation and forming the credit decision. 
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Relation Qf Functions Sequentially. The proper group-
ing of the procedures in their sequence is essential to an 
economical operation. In the instaL~ent loan department 
the flow of functions is almost natural--from the initial 
application, to the investigation, to the credit decision. 
As the voltune of business increases, these functions will 
tend to be specialized. 
AH INSTALl·IBNT LOAN DEPART?ifEN'I' LINE ORGANIZATION 
Objectives. As stated previously, an objective is 
the creation of a value for which customers are willing to 
pay. In establishing an insta~aent loan department, a bank 
creates value in the form of cash instalment lending at a 
given interest price. In addition, the bank is performing 
one of its basic academic functions of making loans. Being, 
in a sense, a semi-public institution, any bank establishing 
an instal.rnent credit department is in part meeting a comm.u-
nity need. The major objective of a bank should be to se-
cure maxh~um loans with minL~um losses and minimtun eA-pense. 
Or~anization Structure. The primary chain of command 
would flow as follows: board of directors, president, chief 
loan officer, instalment credit department head, loan offi-
cers and service employees. The grouping of the primary 
operative functions would be: 
1. Interviews· 
2. Credit and personal investigation 
J. Review of data 
4. Credit decision 
5. Processing loan 
6. Collection 
7. Final closing of loan 
Each of these functions appear repeatedly in the operation 
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of the department. These .functions \"till be performed sequen-
tially and tend to be more specialized as volume increases. 
smTIIARY 
Prior to establishing an instabnent loan department, 
certain antecedent information such as establishing a need, 
deten~ining volQ~e and developing sources of personnel must 
be investigated. By a functional analysis, personnel re-
quirements and procedural methods are determined and related 
in their proper order. Finally the organizational structure 
is formed and in the case of instalnent lendine will be pri-
marily of the line organization typeo 
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CHAPT:SR VII 
POLICIES RELATIVE TO ESTABLISHilm 
AN INSTALHENT LOAN DEPARTMENT 
PH.Il'JCIPLES OF POLICY 
Definition and Importance of Policz. A business 
policy is essentially a principle or group of related prin-
ciples, with their consequent rules of action, that condi-
tion and govern the successful achievement of certain busi-
ness objectives toward which they are directed.l The man-
agement of a bank should formulate sound policies for the 
safe conduct of the bank in order to protect the depositorst 
funds, provide adequate employee compensation, serve the 
coni~unity and earn a fair return for the stockholders. A 
sound policy tends to insure consistency of action, intel-
ligent cooperation and provides a guide for future planning. 
Simplicity. In order to avoid misunderstandings, 
policies should be precise and definite and in simple, un-
derstandable terms. Definite 1vritten statements of sound 
policy promote coordinated and cooperative efforts toward 
desired objectives. 
Stability. Policy should ra~ain stable as long as 
the basic objectives remain unchanged. Policy instability 
causes loss of respect and confidence in executive leadership. 
lrbid., p. 173. 
It may be the result of it1proper analysis of objecti vcs, 
lack of facts concerning the situation involved or snap 
judgr1ents given under pressure. A satisfactory degree of 
stability can be achieved by basing policy on sound funda-
mental principles. 
Flexibility. A flexible policy is one that serves 
ef.fect.i vely as a guide to sound rJ.anagement throughout the 
norual range oi' variations in the business cycle. A proper 
relationship must be developed between stability and flexi-
bility. The ultii:iate is only achieved in theory. The need 
for stability develops out of business requira~ents for con-
tinued growth. The need for flexibility develops out of 
business requirements for prompt adjustments under changing 
business conditions. Both policy characteristics require 
as far as possible, that policy statements be made in terms 
of principles rather than rules.2 
Comprehensiveness. In addition to temporary or per-
manent changes in business volume, certain other changes 
may result at the bank's o~m initiative. The policy struc-
ture should be sufficiently co:-nprehensi ve to cover such 
situations when they arise. 
FORHULATIOU OF DZli'INITE POLICIES 
ir:YPeS of Loans 1Q. be Handled. In formulating a 
policy, one of the first matters to be detennined is the 
types of loans to be handled. Some of the principal pur-
poses of borrowing on the instalr.ient plan are: (1) to pur-
chase automobiles and household appliances, (2) to provide 
home modernization, (3) to refinance existing debts, (4) 
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to finance educational expenses, and (5) to care for unusual 
or unexpected expenses such as sickness, insurance, interest, 
and taxes. 
The bank should determine whether all loans will be 
made directly to individuals, whether it will handle trade 
notes for retail dealers in automobiles and household appli-
ances, and whether it will finance the t~ne sales of manu-
facturers. Direct loans give the bank the opportunity to 
appraise each borrower as contrasted ·with indirect dealer 
loans. Many banks rediscount customers• instal.111ent notes 
for dealers in automobiles or household appliances. Dealer 
financing has more risk than direct financing. The finan-
cial condition of the dealer needs careful appraisal by the 
bank prior to dealer plan financing. 
Many banks that have instalment loan departments fol-
low the policy of requiring either satisfactory collateral 
or endorse~ent. Others make unsecured single name loans 
to the stronger credit risks. Co-maker or endorsed loans 
are considered by some banks the least satisfactory of all 
instalment loans. A definite policy should define types of 
loans, collateral acceptable and the basis for handling 
loans.3 
Interest Rates ~ Service Charges. A policy should 
establish a schedule of rates to apply to the various loan 
types. These rates will be adjusted along ~Tith various 
conditions. Basically, rates are determined by legislation 
and competition. When instaL~ent lending was first adopted 
by financial institutions, it was a fairly general practice 
to charge a 6% discount plus a service fee of 2% for inves-
tigation. If a customer borrowed $300 repayable at twelve 
instaL~ents of $25 each, he would receive ~300 less ~18 in-
terest and $6 investigation fee, or ~276. As competition 
increased and experience prove~ satisfactory, the investi-
gation fee was dropped and lower rates were established for 
loans over $500. Service or collection charges are now made 
by most banks for instalments not met properly. 
In terr~s of true interest charges, the annual cost 
rate is nearly twice the yearly percentage rate quoted. 
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3carlisle R. Davis, Credit Administration. (New York: 
American Institute of Banking, 1949). P• 305. 
The formula for computing the actual rate ofiinterest is 
as follows: 
2N x SR 
AR = N + l 
AR = Actual rate of interest 
N = The number of instalment payments 
SR = Rate of simple interest 
Each bank must determine as a policy decision what interest 
rates and service fees it will charge. 
Reserve for Losses. In order to take care of the 
-
losses that are bound to occur, a conservative policy will 
be established to set aside a portion of gross earnings on 
instal~ent loans in a reserve account. Experience over the 
years has shovm that losses on this type of lending have 
been less than ~;s of the volum.e discounted. If a department 
has just been organized, a reserve of 1% of the volu...~e dis-
counted may be set aside until the account equals 5% to 10% 
of outstanding instalment loans, and thereafter maintain 
the reserve at that proportion of outstandings. 
Maturity and Down PaYBents. At the inception of the 
department, a decision should be made regarding the maximum 
maturity of loans to be accepted. Individual loans vary 
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from six to thirty-six months in various banks. The majority 
favor the shorter maturities of eighteen months or less. 
Each bank must decide the maturities it feels necessary. 
\ 
The question of down payments must be established 
in automobile and appliance financing. Sound policy· should 
insist that the down payment be sufficiently large for the 
borrower to have a fair equity at the time of purchase, that 
the monthly papnents be in excess of the depreciation, and 
that the final maturity not be too distant. Competition 
and changing conditions will alter these require~ents from 
time to tirne. 
Scope of Investigation. A policy decision should 
determine what information will be required in the investi-
gation process. It should reveal the amount and purpose of 
the loan, the plan and source of repayment, the honesty and 
ability of the borrower and the financial factors of the 
applicant.4 
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Collection Policy. A significant factor in the suc-
cessful instalment lending operation is an effective collec-
tion policy. Penalty charges should emphasize the importance 
of the contractual agreement. As volu."Ile increases, a sepa-
rate specialized department should be established. Some-
times the bank must refinance a loan where the customer has 
suffered some unusual or unexpected expense. An attempt 
should be made to determine at what point in the collection 
cycle repossessions will be made in the case of collateral 
loans and recourse at law in the case of non-collateral loans. 
Many losses could be avoided or lessened if a policy were 
established to cover repossessions and suits. The success 
of an instalment loan department depends much on the collec-
tion policies established. 
SUMMARY 
If the objectives of the instalment loan department 
are to be fulfilled, definite policies must be established. 
These policies, to be effective, must be clear, simple, sta-
ble yet flexible, and comprehensive. 'I'he determination of 
sound policies for bank operation is perhaps the most impor-
tant single function of bank management. 
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CHAP'l'ER VIII 
SUMi.tARY 
The development of instalment credit lending within 
cm:unercial banks has taken place since the mid-1930's. The 
successful experience of sales finance companies and J.forris 
Plan banks created an e::1q)erience record prior to the entry 
of com:nercial banks in this field. The development of pro-
cedures and methods for a successful instalment instalrnent 
loan department operation has necessarily been achieved 
through trial and error in many cases. 
As commercial banks entered this new field, they were 
not major competitors of sales finance and other instaL~ent 
lenders. They began in a liraited way to establish their own 
experience records. As the results of instalment lending 
beca:,1e lm011m, the comniercial banks were desirous of increas-
ing their volume of business. To do this, better methods 
and procedures of acquisition of new business and handling 
were needed. 
In order to increase volume and determine better 
credit decisions, new means of evaluating the credit risk 
had to be developed in contrast to the evaluar.ion of co:rm:::ier-
cial customers. ,Syst~ns of acquiring better credit infor-
mation were developed while at the same time the entire 
process was speeded up due to increased competition. 
Since the final credit decision is a personal evalu-
ation and not subject to a definite set of rules, constant 
L"llprovement is to be desire.d in the evaluation process. 
In considering the basic funda"llentals of credit--character, 
capacity, capital, collateral and conditions--too little 
consideration has often been given to the personal factors 
primarily because of the difficulty involved in acquiring 
such information. If further studies could develop methods 
of evaluating this intangible factor, greater loan volumes 
could be achieved. 
The process and methods of acquiring credit informa-
tion and forming the credit decision are reviewed in this 
paper. The case studies outlined give the limitations of 
present methods and point to a need for further means of 
evaluating the credit risk. 
Since many com."llercial banks have not as yet estab-
lished a formal instalment loan department, a review is made 
of the organizing process. The success of such a department 
is predetermined to a large extent by the care and diligence 
in preparation. The formulation of a concise yet simple 
policy goes hand in hand with the organizing process. 
It is concluded from the review and analysis of pres-
ent instalment lending methods and procedures that instal-
ment lending is an integral part of the com..'!lercial bank's 
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portfolio; and with living standards pressing ever higher 
and excess funds increasing, newer and more far reaching 
uses for instalr.ient credit can be anticipated. 
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